autumn/winter collection 2017

new ic! berlin glasses, occhiali, lunettes,

and brillen

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Foreword

ich bin ein ic! berliner
Oops!... We did it again.
In 1996 we changed the way people think about eyewear with our revolutionary screwless
hinge. Often copied, never bettered, the ic! berlin hinge paved the way for a whole new
industry of screwless eyewear. In 2017 our hinge turns 21. It’s all grown up. It can finally
buy beer in the USA. And it has spawned.
This year we introduce a brand new screwless hinge, thinner and stronger than ever.
Measuring only 3.5mm across, this new hinge uses a patented hook-and-snap system to
secure the temple to the front: no clips, no screws, no bells or whistles. Developed right
here in Berlin, our new hinge inspired a new collection of weightless, airy eyewear.
Preview the silk collection.
Speaking of handmade in Berlin, our shiny new autumn winter 2017 | 18 collection is
bigger and Berlin-er than a Currywurst wrapped in a Döner Kebab. We worked closely
with kids, their parents and their opticians to develop a new line of eyewear specially
tailored to younger, still-growing faces. For the grown-ups we looked to the suprematism
art movement and created a collection based on sharp lines and fundamental geometric
shapes. We have brand new rubber eyewear, new exclusive colours and new inductees
into the crew.
If all that wasn’t enough for you, you can click through our entire collection at
www.ic-berlin.de or see it live and in the sheetmetalflesh in our Berlin Flagship Store at
Münzstraße 5, 10178 Berlin-Mitte.
Still have questions? You know what to do – call Ralph! +49 (0)177 2409150

With warmest sheetmetalregards,

Ralph Anderl
Worldwide Sheetmetalglassessalesman

‚Mr Ralph A. wears the frame like a macho man.
Or is it a business man? Could be a bus driver
in his smart casual holiday outfit as well.
Anyway, be prepared for classy glasses and a
serving of prudent bondageism.‘ R.A.
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‘Loan L.’
worn by Ralph Anderl - weltweiter Blechbrillenverkäufer
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Info

Index
Relaunch: sometimes good old friends come back,
and sometimes glasses do too!
More than new: supernew!
Polarized: the magic that allows you to see through
walls and shirts … Almost. It also eliminates glare.

[ava il a bl e wi th a si a n nose pads]

A specially designed bridge to fit noses of ic! berlin
shapes. East, west, north or south,
ic! berlin has got your nose covered!
The Green Collection: Performance-enhancing
eyewear to help you keep track of your balls.
www.ic-berlin.de/green

Awards Key. You love us! You really, really love us!
Silmo d‘Or, Paris.
IOFT Eyewear of the Year, Tokyo.

109 Charlottenburg

Jan H.

68

Pierre G.

148

125 Foxweg

26

Jana

70

Power Law

256

133 Am Dachsbau

28

Jaun

72

Pulse

288

135 Seekorso

30

Jazz M.

198

Purity

104

136 Jaczostraße

32

Jens K.

74

Jesse

200

34

Jonathan I.

202

Alwin C.

36

Jörg R.

262

Rast

106

Anne K.

124

Judith W.

204

Robert H.

230

Juliet M.

254

Roman S.

258

Bayamo

38

76

Rosemarie

108

78

S42 Wedding

150

Sandy G.

110

Albula medium

Benjamin S.

40

Bernhard S.

126

Birgit D.

184

Biswind

42

Blanca F.
Boris N.

Jürgen H.
Kai M.

226
(Green)

228

170

Katharina L.

264

Sebastian S.

232

182

Kathi B.

146

Serge K.

112

186

Kerstin G.

Silvio

140

80

Kevin D.

130

Simplicity

234
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Kingpin

286

Sofia P.

236

Christina H.

128

Klimek P.

206

Steffen E.

238

Circularity

190

Konstanze-Aurora

Sunny

270

Crossley

44

Supremacy

240

Sven H.

114

Tektonika

242

Thien N.

152

Thommy G.

176

Torsten S.

116

Triangularity

118

U5 Alex

242

Diana F.

132

Lisanne B.

266

160

Loan L.

210

48

Lucie H.

86

46

Downtown
Dystopia

276

Elisabeth-Amalie
Etesians

82

Lars G.

Luke J. Y.

88
208

50
52

Maik O.

212

Maira B.

268

Fiona-Linea

166

Francesca M.

54

Marie

Francois S.

56

Marius K.

168

Mariusz B.

94

58

Mathias B.

214

Mathilde G.

136
172

Friedrich Wilhelm
Frederic G.

Markus M.

92
90

248

Max S.

Geometry

192

Meike B.

Gert H.

142

Metropolis

278

60

Micha W.

218

Guenther N.

(also in Green)

(also in Green)

216

194

Gülcin Ü

196

Helene

220

Nguyet N.

138

250

Nino S.

174

Henrik B. L.

252

Nufenen medium

Hubert W.

198

I see

222

Parallel_reality

224

64

Peggy L.

100

66

Peter C.

102

280

Paul R.
Jake-Dean
James C.

Utopia

282

Vegetarian 1

272

Vegetarian 2

154

Vegetarian 3

156

Wipeout

290

Yiting

244
120

___________________
Visual index

296

96

Oli

62

162

Yondung
Natalie Z.

Ichiro

(Green)

Uptown

134

Galina N.

Gilbert T.

6

Raf S.

Karl-Otto

Lundi
in-optics Awards, New Dehli.

Raf S.

Carla L.

Dr. Kauermann
V Award Vision in Excellence, Hong Kong.

180

98
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horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
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Technical Information - metal
technic!al information

technische information

informations techniques

informazioni tecniche

ic! berlin frames and components are cut
from 0,5 mm, highly flexible stainless
steel. The frames are constructed from just
three simple parts: front frame, temple and a
clip which secures the lens. This production
method is unique in the eyewear industry.
The front frame is joined at the temple
to a tension based hinge that functions
without screws. No tools are necessary to
assemble the individual parts. The temple
snaps easily into the front frame and can be
disassembled just as quickly. This system
makes changing lenses easier than ever. To
release the lens, simply unhook the temple
and remove the sleeve that holds the
frame together. The sheet metal glasses are
also exceptionally light weighing between
11 and 28 g.
The material is pliable and can be adjusted to
fit any wearer. Extreme light weight
and precision adjustment capability have
been combined to ensure maximum wearing
comfort. ic! berlin frames are virtually
indestructible. The pieces snap back
together in seconds, and if the frame is bent,
the wearer can easily reshape the frame
back into its original form.

ic! berlin Brillen und ihre Bestandteile sind aus
sehr flexiblem 0,5 mm Edelstahl geschnitten.
Der Rahmen besteht aus mehreren Teilen:
der Front, einem linken und einem rechten
Bügel und zwei Klammern, welche die
Gläser halten. Diese Produktionsweise
ist einzigartig in der Welt der Brillen.
Die Front schließt an der Bügelseite in ein
schraubenloses Federsteckscharnier. Um
die einzelnen Teile miteinander zu verbinden,
sind keine Werkzeuge nötig. Der Bügel
schnappt in die Front und kann genauso
schnell wieder abgenommen werden.
Das Auswechseln der Gläser ist durch dieses
Verfahren einfacher denn je. Um das Glas
herauszunehmen, wird einfach der Bügel
abgenommen und die Klammer, die den
Frontrahmen zusammenhält abgezogen.
Die ic! berlin Blechbrillen sind
außergewöhnlich leicht. Ihr Gewicht liegt
zwischen nur 11 und 28 g.
Das Material ist sehr biegsam und
kann so jedem Gesicht angepasst
werden. Die Kombination aus extremer
Leichtigkeit und präziser Anpassung
gewährleistet maximalen Tragekomfort.
ic! berlin Brillen sind nahezu unzerstörbar. In
Sekundenschnelle lassen sich die Einzelteile
wieder zusammensetzen und sollte
der Rahmen einmal verbogen sein,
kann der Benutzer die Brille schnell
wieder in die ursprüngliche Form
zurückbiegen.

Les lunettes ic! berlin et leurs
composants sont taillés dans un acier
affiné très souple de 0,5 mm d’épaisseur. La
monture est constituée de plusieurs parties:
le devant, une branche gauche et une
branche droite, ainsi que deux agrafes qui
tiennent les verres. Ce mode de production
est unique dans le monde des lunettes.
La partie de devant se rattache au côté de
la branche par une charnière à emboîtement
à ressort sans vis. Pour assembler les
différentes pièces entre elles, aucun outil
n’est nécessaire. La branche s’emboîte par
enclenchement dans la partie du devant et
peut en être ôtée tout aussi rapidement.
Grâce à ce procédé, le changement
des verres est plus simple que jamais. Pour
enlever le verre, la branche est simplement
démontée, et les agrafes qui retiennent la
partie de devant, enlevées. Les lunettes
en métal ic! berlin sont d’une légèreté
exceptionnelle. Leur poids se situe entre 11
et 28 g seulement.
Le matériau est très souple et peut ainsi être
adapté à chaque visage. La combinaison
des caractéristiques de légèreté extrême et
de précision d’adaptation garantit un confort
de port maximal. Les lunettes ic! berlin sont
quasiment indestructibles. Les pièces qui
les composent se réassemblent en quelques
secondes et, au cas où la monture serait
tordue, l’utilisateur peut rapidement lui
rendre sa forme initiale.

Gli occhiali ic! berlin sono in acciaio
inossidabile molto flessibile, tagliato 0,5
mm. La montatura è composta da diverse
parti: frontale, asta destra e sinistra e
due clips che tengono le lenti. Questo
modo di produzione è unico nel mondo degli
occhiali.
Il frontale è collegato con le aste mediante una
cerniera elastica a innesto, senza nemmeno
una vite. Per assemblare i singoli
componenti non servono utensili. Le aste
vengono innestate nel frontale e si
tolgono in maniera altrettanto semplice.
Per cambiare le lenti basta togliere le aste
e le clips che tengono insieme la bordatura
frontale. Gli occhiali ic! berlin in lamiera sono
estremamente leggeri: pesano solo da 11 a
28 g.
Il materiale è pieghevole e si adatta
perfettamente ad ogni forma del viso.
La combinazione di massima leggerezza
e massima adattibilitá assicurano un
ottimo comfort. Gli occhiali ic! berlin sono
quasi indistruttibili. I diversi componenti
possono essere rimontati in un batter
d’occhio. Se la montatura dovesse piegarsi
potete raddrizzarla in un attimo.

* more infos at the website: www.ic-berlin.de/productinfo
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Technical Information - acetate
technic!al information

technische information

informations techniques

informazioni tecniche

Our acetate glasses are made of extremely
lightweight and durable spring-steel-sheets
and acetate.
They can bear quite a lot, nevertheless we
advise you that excessive and unnecessary
mechanical influences should be avoided.
Our acetate models are neither glued,
screwed nor demolished. The clips and
frames are completely detachable.
The metal contains a small quantity of
carbonate, chrome and atomic bound nickel,
as a rule it is also suitable for people with
allergies.
Furthermore the acetate endings of the
frames prevent constant contact with the
skin.
Acetate is an anti-allergic, synthetic plastic
made of organic fibers.
Due to the structure of this non-petroleum
product differences in colours and patterns
can occur.
This is no reason for complaints.
The acetate frame is milled from one
piece. As the nose bridge is not glued, the
acetate frame remains stable and durable.
Furthermore, all colours are uv-stabilized.
Stainless steel can not be dyed, but only
extremely thin coated.
Due to mechanical stress there can be
changes on the outer coating of the hinge.
This phenomenon is rarely visible and can
hardly be avoided with long term usage.
However, this only adds to the charm of the
glasses’ history.
Acetate glasses are qualified for the use of
mineral lenses. If you decide for synthetic
lenses please consider:
do not choose polycarbonate lenses, as
acetate and polycarbonate are like cat and dog.

Unsere Acetat Brillen bestehen aus sehr
leichtem, widerstandsfähigem Federblech
und Acetat.
Sie vertragen einiges, dennoch raten wir von
allzu aggressiven und damit unnötigen
mechanischen Krafteinwirkungen ab.
Unsere Acetat Modelle sind nicht geklebt,
geschraubt oder eingeschossen.
Die Verbindungsklammern und Metallbügel
sind komplett abnehmbar. Das Federblech
enthält Kohlenstoff, Chrom und atomar
gebundenes Nickel in geringer Menge,
somit ist es im Regelfall auch für Allergiker
geeignet. Die Acetatbügelenden verhindern
zudem einen ständigen Kontakt mit der
Haut.
Acetat ist ein antiallergischer, synthetisierter
Kunststoff aus organischen Fasern. Da
es also kein Erdölprodukt ist, können
materialbedingt Abweichungen in Farbe
und Muster auftreten. Dies ist kein
Reklamationsgrund.
Der Acetatrahmen wird aus einem Stück
gefräst. Da die Backen und Nasenstege
nicht angeklebt sind, bleibt die Acetatfront
formstabil und langlebig. Alle Farben sind
zudem UV-stabilisiert. Federedelstahl
lässt sich nicht durchfärben, sondern nur
hauchfein beschichten. Daher kann es
Aufgrund von mechanischer Beanspruchung
zu Veränderungen der Oberfläche im Bereich
der Gelenke kommen. Diese Patina ist
kaum sichtbar und lässt sich auf Dauer nicht
vermeiden, trägt aber zum Charme und der
Historie der Brille bei.
Acetatbrillen eignen sich ideal für den
Einsatz mineralischer Gläser, sollten sie sich
für Kunststoffgläser entscheiden, beachten
sie bitte: bei den Acetat Brillen von ic! berlin
keine Polycarbonatgläser einsetzen
lassen, Acetat und Polycarbonat sind wie
Hund und Katz.

Les montures de nos lunettes acetate sont
fabriquées à partir d’acétate et d’acier
souple, très léger et résistant.
Même si elles peuvent supporter bien des
chocs, il est cependant déconseillé de les
soumettre inutilement à des manipulations
trop agressives.
Nos modèles acetate ne sont ni collés, ni
vissés.
Les branches, ainsi que les clips qui
les fixent à la face sont complètement
amovibles. L’acier de la monture contient
du carbone, du chrome et du nickel en
très faible quantité afin que cela puisse
normalement aussi convenir aux allergiques.
Les manchons en acétate empêchent en
outre un contact constant avec la peau.
L’acétate est un plastique de synthèse antiallergique composé de fibres organiques.
Comme il n’est pas produit à partir de
pétrole, de petites irrégularités au niveau de
la couleur du matériau peuvent apparaître.
Ce n’est pas un motif de réclamation.
Le cadre en acétate est fraisé à partir d’une
seule pièce.
Comme les clips et les plaquettes ne sont
pas collés, la face en acétate ne se déforme
pas et dure plus longtemps. Les couleurs
sont par ailleurs résistantes aux uv.
L’acier spécial souple n’est pas teint dans
la masse mais recouvert d’une couche de
finition extrêmement mince. C’est pourquoi
les contraintes mécaniques peuvent
entraîner des modifications de l’aspect de
la surface à proximité des charnières. Cette
patine à peine visible, inévitable à la longue,
participe cependant au charme et au vécu
des lunettes.
Si vous avez besoin de verres correcteurs
dans les lunettes ic!berlin acetate ne pas
utiliser des verres en polycarbonate,
le polycarbonate et l’acétate sont comme
chien et chat.

I nostri occhiali “acetate” sono di lamiera
elastica e acetato. Sono leggerissimi e molto
resistenti. Sebbene molto ben sopportate,
sconsigliamo sollecitazioni meccaniche
eccessive inutili.
I nostri modelli acetate non sono incollati né
avvitati. Le aste metalliche e le graffette di
giunzione sono smontabili.
La lamiera elastica contiene carbonio,
cromo e nichel con legame atomico in
minima quantitá, in modo tale da essere
normalmente adatta anche a soggetti
allergici. I terminali in acetato impediscono
inoltre il contatto permanente con la pelle.
L’acetato è un materiale plastico-sintetico
antiallergico ricavato da fibre organiche. Non
essendo un prodotto derivato dal petrolio, si
possono verificare delle variazioni del colore
e dei motivi dovuti alla composizione del
materiale. Queste non costituiscono motivo
di reclamo.
I nostri occhiali in acetato sono fresati dal
pieno. Dato che gli angoli esterni della
montatura e i naselli non sono incollati, il
frontale in acetato mantiene la sua forma
stabilmente per molti anni.
Tutti i colori sono stabilizzati ai raggi uv.
La lamiera elastica non si lascia tingere
con aggiunta di penetrante ed è possibile
solo rivestirla con uno strato sottilissimo di
colore. Pertanto le sollecitazioni meccaniche
possono causare dei cambiamenti della
superficie nella zona delle articolazioni.
Questa patina è praticamente invisibile e
a lungo andare è inevitabile, contribuisce
quindi al fascino e alla storia degli occhiali.
Le montature in acetato sono ideali per le
lenti minerali. Se però preferite le lenti di
plastica, fate attenzione a quanto segue:
non montare lenti in policarbonato
nei modelli acetate di ic! berlin, dato che
l’acetato e il policarbonato sono come cane
e gatto.

* more infos at the website: www.ic-berlin.de/productinfo
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no adverts, just buy our glasses

Info
What you get with your authentic ic! berlin frame

1.

3.

2.

5.

4.

www.ic-berlin.de
danke Ralph

Wolfener Str. 32F ︳ 12681 Berlin

1. plastic screw case (black or transparent) or clappbox (depending on the glasses you pick)

2. your glasses
3. microfiber bag
4. technical info
5. cleaning cloth

inside temple

registered trade mark

a secret message
ralph’s phone number

supports frederic giangrasso

questions? +49-(0)177-240 9 150
ep-pat. no. 863424

european patent number
certificate

matrix code

model name

frame colour

model Supremacy

colour

www.ic-berlin.de
handgefertigt in eigener herstellung, berlin

* more infos at the website: www.ic-berlin.de/productinfo
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61

12

our web address
lens width
handmade in berlin certification

Free from frills, from screws and from all
that unnecessary, gimmicky dead weight
that has taken over fashion. Supremacy in
design, supremacy in simplicity, supremacy
in eyewear.

‘Purity’ in black
fashion design by Susann Bosslau ︳ susannbosslau.com
15

Key

Key

x
a

d

b

e

black / obsidian

frame metal / acetate colour / plotic! colour / rubber colour

chrome

temple colour

black matt

temple tip colour

black clear

lens colour

A 0123

002 001 301
lens colour number
temple tip / plastic colour number

temple

frame colour (metal part) number

lentgh

base

A - acetate
M - metal
D - hybrid
P - plotic!
RH - rubber

temple width

model number

weight in grams
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x = total width
a = horizontal box measurement
b = vertical box measurement
d = distance between lenses
e = nose width

x = gesamtbreite
a = scheibenlänge
b = scheibenhöhe
d = abstand zwischen den gläsern
e = nasenweite

all measurements in mm

alle maße sind in mm

x = largeur totale
a = longueur de disque
b = hauteur de disque
d = ecart entre les verres
e = ecart nasal

x = larghezza totale
a = lunghezza lenti
b = altezza lenti
d = distanza tra le lenti
e = distanza tra i naselli

toutes les dimensions sont en mm

tutte le dimensioni in mm

Colours shown in this catalogue are printed
representations of real life products and
should be viewed as close approximations.

Die im Katalog dargestellten Farbkombinationen
dienen als Entscheidungshilfen und können von
den Originalfarben abweichen.

Les combinaisons de couleur présentées dans
le catalogue servent d’aide à la décision et
peuvent différer des couleurs originales.

Le combinazioni di colori rappresentate nel
catalogo vi aiutano a fare una scelta. Possono
tuttavia essere diverse dai colori originali.
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The Hinge
Our revolutionary, patented interlocking hinge system means there are
no screws to fall out or break. ic! berlin glasses can be dismantled and
reassembled in a matter of seconds, by hand, without extra tools.

The closed hinge

There are several flavours of our hinge, but none of them have screws, nails,
bolts, glues, rubber bands or tiny little goblins holding everything together.

The open metallic hinge

The ic! berlin closed hinge locks the temple in place without a clip. It comes standard on all kids
frames and selected models with 6mm temples. For extra security, all open 6mm hinges can be closed
by replacing the standard clip with an anchor clip. Anchor clips can be ordered through your Sales
Representative.

The inclination hinge

up

The open acetate hinge

insert!

push!

down

Nobody’s perfect. Some of us have one foot larger than the other, one leg longer than the other, one
boob bigger than the other. Most of us have one ear ever so slightly higher than the other, which can
cause your glasses to sit crooked. We invented a quick and easy fix to adjust the temples up or down
by three degrees so your glasses will always sit level.

The silk hinge

push!

take it off!

The anchor clip

ch!

Swit

...and put it back!

For extra security all 6mm hinges can be
closed by replacing the standard clip with
an anchor clip.
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The Temples

Know your nose pads

If you notice a drop in tension in the
hinge, simply bend the middle ‘finger’
back into its original position, so that
it lower than the outer two.

The East Nose
Transparent (colour)
Colour
Europe model

East model

TPE (left and right)

Europe

Asia

Silicone (universal)

Europe

East

Acetate (universal)

The outer ‘fingers’ keep the temple
sitting securely in the hinge. If they are
spread too wide, the temple will move
around in the hinge. Just bend them
back together to keep everything nice
and snug.

Drop-shaped

Adapters
150mm

Thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) temple
tips can be easily bent by hand to fit
behind the ears, no heat necessary!
Acetate temple tips, however, must
be heated before adjusting.

nose goes
here

nose goes
here

TPE and silicone drop-shaped nosepads can be
fitted to frames with acetate nose pads. To ensure a
secure fit, an acrylic adapter must first be inserted into
the nose pad cavity. The new nose pad can then be
mounted as usual, ensuring that the adapter remains
on the outer of the nasal arm (away from the nose
when the frame is worm):

The plotic! Temple tips
150mm

ACHTUNG!
CHOKING HAZARD!
Keep out of reach of
children and pets.
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The Lenses

silk
Fitting lenses in a Silk frame

Edging and fitting new lenses

lens too big

lens too small

best fit

When fitting new lenses, we recommend high-index
plastic (n≥1.6) or Trivex. The groove should be between
0.65 mm and 0.7 mm wide. A correct fit ensures the
perfect tension in the hinge and gives the frame the
necessary stability: when a lens is cut to the correct size
the space between the two sides of the hinge will be
parallel.

Silk frames have been designed to be fitted without helpers or tools, from the inside out (back to front).
Chamfer/bevel the front of the lens at 42° to help ease it in and avoid chipping.

Fitting lenses in a 4 mm hinge frame
With the superfine 4mm hinge we streamlined the lens fitting process: you can now change the lenses without removing the temple. All you
need is a little piece of ribbon or nylon:

Sun lenses

All ic! berlin sunglasses are fitted with super lightweight, super strong
plastic lenses that offer full protection against harmful UV rays. Our
sun lenses took the dropball test and aced it (F.D.A 21-CFR 801.410).
This table explains filter category levels of sunglasses but please
note: the filter category is the amount of light allowed to pass through
the lens and does not represent UV absorption. If your sunglasses
are fitted with polarized lenses please be aware of possible colour
distortions or blackout with some LCD screens

Fitting lenses in a rubber frame

Fitting lenses into a rubber sunglass is simpler than you
might think. It follows the same principles as fitting an
acetate frame: the “pop-in” method, from front to back
(from outside in).
Starting at the upper temporal corner, place the glass
into the metal ring and then into the upper nasal
corner; the top half of the metal ring should sit snugly
in the groove. Continuing from the nasal corner in an
anticlockwise direction, press the lens into the frame bit
by bit until the it clicks into place back at the temple.
CLICK = IN.

Please note:
_The groove must be a little deeper than by other ic! berlin
frames: 0.4mm (instead of 0.3mm) and between 0.6 and
0.65mm wide.
_To avoid chipping, bevel the rear/inside of the lens at 42°.

0

No tint.
No protection from sun glare

1

Light tint, little protection.
Best for cloudy conditions.

2

Medium or graduated tint, moderate
protection. Best for sunny conditions.

3

Dark tint, lots of protection.
Best for bright sunlight and driving.

4

Very dark and special purpose lenses.
Not suitable for driving.

_As with metal frames, only use high-index lenses
(e.g. n = 1.6).

* more infos at the website: www.ic-berlin.de/productinfo
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

prescription
metal

24
24

25

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

125 Foxweg M 1274
prescription metal
4

total width:

128 mm

distance btw. lenses:

22 mm

horizontal lens width:

47 mm

vertical lens height:

40 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex tpe
15 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1274 002002t020071f
26

waved
graphite
black matt
rx clear
M 1274 025025802007fw

taubenblau
pearl
grey matt
rx clear
M 1274 049020405007fg

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear
M 1274 001001t040071f

‚The ever-chic Victoria is new to the ic! berlin
family, so we had to take her portrait for our
family album. We went to the onono showroom, a
silent space high above Berlin overlooking the
cultural landmark Volksbühne‘ J.H.

‘125 Foxweg’
worn by Victoria S. - Business Intelligence Woman
27

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

133 Am Dachsbau M 1275
prescription metal
4

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

51 mm

vertical lens height:

33 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex tpe
16 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1275 002002t020071f
28

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1275 025025t020071f

teak
teak
black
rx clear
M 1275 053053t020071f

aubergine
aubergine
purple
rx clear
M 1275 028028t070071f

‚Blonde hair, blue eyes, doting mother, diligent
ic! berliner, Tina almost has ”poster child”
stamped on her forehead. Like every good German
girl, Tina prefers her popcorn sweet and her
Sundays slow, drinking wheatgrass smoothies and
eating cream cake. Detox and retox all in one!
We Germans really are an efficient bunch.‘ J.H.

133 Am Dachsbau
worn by Tina H. - Senior Sales Manager
29

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

135 Seekorso M 1277
prescription metal
4

total width:

135 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

35 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex tpe
18 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1277 002002t020071f
30

black
matt gold
black
rx clear
M 1277 002024t020071f

gun-metal
gun-metal
black
rx clear
M 1277 023023t020071f

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1277 025025t020071f

taubenblau
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1277 049020t040071f

‚Justin enjoys long walks on the beach with the
wind in his heart and meaningful thoughts in his
hair. His favourite colour is fluorescent beige
and his favourite ice cream is all of them. When
he grows up, Justin wants to represent Australia
in the Eurovision Song Contest.‘ J.H.

135 Seekorso
worn by Justin H. - Texter
31

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

136 Jaczostraße M 1278
prescription metal
4

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

34 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex tpe
16 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1278 002002t020071f
32

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1278 025025t020071f

teak
teak
black
rx clear
M 1278 053053t020071f

taubenblau
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1278 049020t040071f

Find out more about Victoria on pages 27

136 Jaczostr.
worn by Victoria S. - Business Intelligence Woman
33

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Albula medium M 5114
prescription metal
6

total width:

131 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

36 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex tpe
21 grams

albula pass [ 46°35’N 09°53’E ]
Half an hour north of über-fancy Saint Moritz
is the beautiful Albula Pass. Friend of ic! berlin
Markus Moser designed albula for us while he
was biking there in the summer.

black
black
black
rx clear
M 5114 002007
34

gun metal
gun metal
black
rx clear
M 5114 023007

graphite
graphite
grey
rx clear
M 5114 025007

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear
M 5114 001007

Find out more about Justin on pages 31

Albula
worn by Justin H. - Texter
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Alwin C. XM 0067
prescription metal
4

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

52 mm

vertical lens height:

29 mm

nose width:

24 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex tpe
15 grams

black
matt gold
black
rx clear
XM 0067 002024007
36

black
pearl
black
rx clear
XM 0067 002020007

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
XM 0067 025025t020071f

chrome
gun metal
black
rx clear
XM 0067 001023007

‚Susi is a bundle of wonderful contradictions:
quiet, edgy, petite, quirky and with a sharp
wit. I love her piercings. Our little pocket
rocket spends her time in our production house
keeping everyone in line and smiling.‘ J.H.

Alwin C.
worn by Susi - Assembling Fairy
37

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Bayamo M 1377
prescription metal
4

total width:

131 mm

distance btw. lenses:

15 mm

horizontal lens width:

57 mm

vertical lens height:

43 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

3,5 mm 145 mm flex
16 grams

,
inge
ss h ple!
le
w
tem
scre
new 3,5mm
new

silk

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear
M 1377 001001t040071f
38

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1377 002002t020071f

rosé gold
rosé gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1377 032032t150071f

What do you get when you mix ballet, hip-hop,
opera and acrobatics? You get to dance in Las
Vegas with Cirque du Soleil, Vienna at the Life
Ball and model for ic! berlin in Berlin.
Find out what the Salon K experience is at
www.salonkexperience.com

Bayamo
worn by Johan King Silverhult - Salon K Experience
39

categorie:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Benjamin S. M 1315
prescription metal
4

total width:

132mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

40 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
18 grams

black
matt gold
black
rx clear
M 1315 002024t020071f
40

black
matt gold
black
rx clear
M 1315 002002t020071f

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1315 025025t020071f

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear
M 1315 001 001t040071f

,Benjamin is so German, his favourite word is
“Priorisierung”, which means prioritisation.
He also prefers his popcorn salty and his
favourite smell is that of a fresh newspaper.
When he’s not holidaying in Singapore this
natural born Berliner is in the Backfabrik,
keeps our procurements team in check.‘ J.H.

Benjamin S.
worn by Benjamin S. - Master Builder
41

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Biswind M 1374
prescription metal
4

total width:

125 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

51 mm

vertical lens height:

43 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

3,5 mm 145 mm flex
15 grams

,
inge
ss h ple!
le
w
tem
scre
new 3,5mm
new

silk

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1374 002002t020071f
42

rosé gold
rosé gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1374 032032t150071f

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear
M 1374 001001t040071f

Francesca is so Italian, her superpower is the ability to
make the best cappuccino foam this world has ever seen. Our
very own budding Fellini enjoys collecting lonely socks,
surrounding herself with greenery and sunshine (why are
you in Berlin?!) and saying ‘abbracciamoci’, which is a
challenge unto itself. Try it with me: ab-brach-chia-mo-chi.
Now you have to hug whoever is next to you, because that’s
what abbracciamoci means: let’s hug. <3

Biswind
worn by Francesca M. - Graphic Designer
43

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Crossley M 1343
prescription metal
4

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

22 mm

horizontal lens width:

48 mm

vertical lens height:

43 mm

nose width:

17 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
18 grams

black
black
black
rx-clear
M 1343 002002t020071f
44

graphite
graphite
warm grey
rx-clear
M 1343 025025t150071f

bordeaux
pearl
warm grey
rx clear
M 1343 056020t150071f

taubenblau
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1343 049020t040071f

rosé gold
rosé gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1343 032032t150071f

,A little bit punk, a little bit rock-n-roll,
a little bit PhD in comparative literature.
Judith grew up in France, lives in Berlin and
speaks perfect English with an Irish accent,
which somehow seems perfectly normal, because
in Berlin everything is normal. When she grows
up, Judith wants to be an Olympic show jumping
rider.' J.H.

Crossley
worn by Judith C. - Sales Manager Western Europe
45

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Diana F. M 1327
prescription metal
4

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

39 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
17 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1327 002002t020071f
46

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1327 025025t020071f

taubenblau
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1327 049020t040071f

bronze
bronze
warm grey
rx clear
M 1327 030030t150071f

,Diana’s love affair with ic! berlin started, oddly
enough, in Taipei, when she was looking to
replace the sunglasses she lost trekking through the
Taiwanese jungle. After spending the last few years
bouncing between Berlin, Seoul and Taipei Diana is
back home in Berlin, where she spends Sundays at her
happy place Schlossinsel Köpenick, or binge-watching
‘Der Tatortreiniger‘, all the while waiting for her
boyfriend to propose (no pressure!)' J.H.

Diana F.
worn by Diana F. - Sales Manager Asia
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Dr. Kauermann M 1330
prescription metal
6

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

55 mm

vertical lens height:

34 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
17 grams

gun metal
gun metal
black
rx clear
M 1330 023023t020071f
48

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1330 025025t020071f

marine blue
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1330 057020t040071f

matt gold
matt gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1330 024024t150071f

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear
M 1330 001001t040071f

‚Ralph first met Dr. Kauermann at what he
describes as one the funniest lectures he’s
ever been to(being in a bank, I guess the bar
isn’t all that high to begin with). Herr Doktor
Kauermann may look like a banker on the outside
(because he is one!), but on the inside he’s
as witty and charming and hilarious as my boss
(wink).' J.H.

Dr. Kauermann
worn by Dr. Kauermann - The Gentleman's Gentleman
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Elisabeth-Amalie M 1369
young prescription metal
4

total width:

114 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

42 mm

vertical lens height:

38 mm

nose width:

18 mm

temple:

6 mm 135 mm flex
14 grams

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1363 025025t020071f
50

electric light blue
electric light blue
blue
rx clear
M 1363 036036t080071f

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear
M 1363 001001t040071f

Lisa walked, then she ran, then she started
playing hockey. At eight years of age she has
been playing for half her life; in spring in a
field and in winter indoors, but never on ice
(much to mum’s relief).

Elisabeth-Amalie
worn by Lisa P.
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Etesians M 1375
prescription metal
4

total width:

122 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

49 mm

vertical lens height:

41 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

3,5 mm 145 mm flex
14 grams

,
inge
ss h ple!
le
w
tem
scre
new 3,5mm
new

silk

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1375 002002t020071f
52

rosé gold
rosé gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1375 032032t150071f

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear
M 1375 001001t040071f

Though she was born in Bavaria, Katha speaks almost perfect
German. When not directing art, Katha enjoys polka-dots,
peanut butter cups and educating her team on the proper
way to enjoy Bavarian haute cuisine, such as Weißwurst
with beer. For her next birthday party, Katha wants David
Hasslehoff and Napoleon Dynamite in a pole-dancing contest.
She would of course be the judge.

Etesians
worn by Katharina L. - Art Director
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Francesca M. M 1344
prescription metal
4

total width:

126 mm

distance btw. lenses:

15 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

44 mm

nose width:

15 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
18 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1344 002002t020071f
54

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear
M 1344 001001t040071f

rosé gold
rosé gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1344 032032t150071f

Read more about Francesca on page 43

Francesca M.
worn by Francesca M.- Graphic Designer
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

François S. M 1354
prescription metal
4

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

38 mm

nose width:

24 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex
21 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1354 002002t020071f
56

gun metal
gun metal
warm grey
rx clear
M 1354 023023t150071f

graphite
graphite
warm grey
rx clear
M 1354 025025t150071f

ocean blue
ocean blue
marine blue
rx clear
M 1354 062062t170071f

pearl
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1354 020020t040071f

Being Spanish, Jose has more names than we can fit on
one page. Being a Berliner, Jose prefers flea markets to
department stores. Not being Italian, Jose proudly orders
pizza with extra pineapple.

François S.
worn by Jose I. H. L. - Student
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
4

total width:

124 mm

distance btw. lenses:

28 mm

horizontal lens width:

41 mm

vertical lens height:

30 mm

nose width:

25 mm

temple:

4 mm 145 mm skinny

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Frederic G. M 1292

9 grams

4 mm

black
black
havanna
rx clear
M 1292 002002708007sk
58

graphite
graphite
smokey matt
rx clear
M 1292 025025721007sk

matt gold
matt gold
havanna matt
rx clear
M 1292 024024723007sk

bronze
bronze
ren white
rx clear
M 1292 030030705007sk

,It’s a tough gig – travelling the south of France,
surfing and selling ic! berlin – but someone’s
gotta do it. And that someone is Fred, one of our
longest serving Sales Reps. After a tough day on
the Côte d‘Azur this Tarantino fan can often be
found on the beach, camped out in front of his VW
California, listening to Shinehead or kite surfing
till the sun goes down. Where do I apply?‘ J.H.

Frederic G.
worn by Frederic G. - Sales Representative South of France
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
4

total width:

133 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

55 mm

vertical lens height:

33 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex tpe

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Gilbert T. XM 0071

19 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
XM 0071 002002007
60

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
XM 0071 025025t020071f

gun metal
sun gold
black
rx clear
XM 0071 023003007

black
pearl
black
rx clear
XM 0071 002020007

‚Would you believe me if I told you Oliver
is our IT manager? Tall, good-looking and
blond(ish), he’s not at all your typical
computer nerd. But then again, we’re not your
typical eyewear company.‘ J.H.

Gilbert T.
worn by Oliver M. - Master of bits and bytes
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Ichiro I. M 1355
prescription metal
4

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

52 mm

vertical lens height:

41 mm

nose width:

24 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
18 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1355 002002t020071f
62

graphite
graphite
warm grey
rx clear
M 1355 025025t150071f

ocean blue
ocean blue
marine blue
rx clear
M 1355 062062t170071f

bronze
bronze
warm grey
rx clear
M 1355 030030t150071f

pearl
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1355 020020t040071f

Brains, beauty, great hair; Chris has it all.
He enjoys rock-climbing, the smell of a barbecue
and painting with his little toe. Once he has
finished his dissertation Chris plans to take
a few months off to travel and climb his way
across (or is it over?) the Alps.

Ichiro I.
worn by Chris R.– PhD Candidate in Physics
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Jake-Dean M 1365
teens prescription metal
4

total width:

117 mm

distance btw. lenses:

15 mm

horizontal lens width:

50 mm

vertical lens height:

33 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

8 mm 135 mm flex
16 grams

black
black
dark green
rx clear
M 1364 002002t180071f
64

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1364 025025t020071f

pearl
pearl
blue
rx clear
M 1364 020020t080071f

Even at such a young age Jake has strong,
important opinions, like whether cats or dogs
make better pets. Clearly, it’s dogs.

Jake-Dean
worn by Jake-Dean
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

James C. M 1356
prescription metal
4

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

21 mm

horizontal lens width:

50 mm

vertical lens height:

44 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
16 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1356 002002t020071f
66

gun metal
gun metal
black
rx clear
M 1356 023023t020071f

ocean blue
ocean blue
marine blue
rx clear
M1356 062062t170071f

matt gold
matt gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1356 024024t150071f

pearl
pearl
black
rx clear
M 1356 020020t020071f

Read more about Ignacio on page 57

James C.
worn by Jose I. H. L.– Student
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category:
base:

prescription
metal
prescription metal
6

total width:

131 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

33 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

4 mm 145 mm skinny

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Jan H. M 1331

22 grams

black
black
black
rx clear

M 1331 002002t020071f
68

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1331 025025t020071f

marine blue
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1331 057020t040071f

bordeaux
pearl
warm grey
rx clear
M 1331 056020t150071f

pearl
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1331 020020t040071f

,Jan left his home in a postcard-picture-perfect
seaside town on the Baltic Sea to come to Berlin
because, well, Berlin. A die-hard football fan
(that’s soccer, for you Amis out there), Jan’s
heart still beats for his hometown heroes FC
Hansa Rostock (and oddly enough for BayernMünchen, but we’lljust let that one slide).‘
J.H.

Jan H.
worn by Jan H. - Bender
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
6

total width:

132 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

40 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm skinny

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Jana M. M 1319

18 grams

black
black
black
rx clear

M 1319 025025t020071f
70

gun metal
gun metal
black
rx-clear
M 1319 023023t020071f

graphite
graphite
black
rx-clear
M 1319 025025t020071f

pearl
pearl
grey
rx-clear
M 1319 020020t040071f

,Jana grew up in Prague, but moved to Zurich
because they have Sprüngli. If you don’t know
what Sprüngli is don’t worry – your hips will
thank you. (Pro tip, Google Image Search is
calorie-free). As a responsible Finance Manager
Jana knows better than to splurge on frivolous
purchases, instead she indulges herself by
spending extravagant amounts of time in the
bathroom.‘ J.H.

Jana M.
worn by Jana M. - Finance Manager
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category:
base:

prescription
metal
prescription metal
6

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

34 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex tpe

no
no adverts,
adverts, just
just buy
buy our
our glasses
glasses

Jaun M 5126

17 grams

Jaun Pass [ 46°35’N 07°20’E ]
Just south of the majestic Bäderhorn in
Switzerland is the Jaunpass. It leads to the town
of Jaun, the only German-speaking town in the
whole province. Servus!

black
black
black
rx clear
M 5126 002002t020071f
72

gun metal
gun metal
black
rx clear
M 5126 023023t020071f

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 5126 025025t020071f

taubenblau
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 5126 049020 t040071f

Find out more about Justin on pages 31

Jaun
worn by Justin H. - Texter
73

Jens K. M 1345
category:
base:

prescription metal
4

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

55 mm

vertical lens height:

36 mm

nose width:

16 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
17 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1345 002002t020071f
74

graphite
graphite
warm grey
rx clear
M 1345 025025t150071f

gun metal
gun metal
black
rx clear
M 1345 023023t020071f

marine blue
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1345 057020t040071f

,If, God
would be
guess at
any more
markets,
divisive

forbid, Jens was on death row, his last meal
a Big Tasty Bacon burger from McDonald’s. I
that point it’s not like it’s going to do
harm. Jens prefers department stores to flea
spring over autumn and, in perhaps the most
issue of our time, Android over iPhone.' J.H

Jens K.
worn by Jens K. - Technician | Preassembly
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category:
base:

prescription
metal
prescription metal
4

total width:

132 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

57 mm

vertical lens height:

34 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Jürgen H. M 1347

20 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1347 002002t020071f
76

graphite
graphite
warm grey
rx clear
M 1347 025025t150071f

teak
teak
black
rx clear
M 1347 053053t020071f

marine blue
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1347 057020t040071f

pearl
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1347 020020t040071f

,They say imitation is the sincerest form of
flattery. Everyone, except for Jürgen, because
Jürgen is our lawyer who makes sure our patented
hinge system stays patented and all our hard
work is protected. Look how tough and protective
he looks. We’re in good hands with Jürgen.‘ J.H.

Jürgen H.
worn by Jürgen H. - Lawer
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category:
base:

prescription
metal
prescription metal
6

total width:

128 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

37 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

10 mm 135 mm flex

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Kai M. M 1320

20 grams

graphite
graphite
black
rx-clear
M 1320 025025t020071f
78

marine blue
marine blue
marine blue
rx-clear
M 1320 057057t170071f

black
black
black
rx-clear
M 1320 002002t020071f

,In the land of fondue, chocolate and rosti,
eating clean and healthy is a tall order,
but Kai is up for the challenge. In fact, Kai
would probably be the most resilient of all ic!
berliners: who else would choose to eat broccoli
when there is a Lindt on pretty much every
corner?‘ J.H.

Kai M.
worn by Kai M. - Optician
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
4

total width:

128 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

43 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Kerstin G. M 1357

18 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1357 002002t020071f
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gun metal
gun metal
black
rx clear
M 1357 023023t020071f

candy
candy
dark red
rx clear
M 1357 061061t160071f

bronze
bronze
warm grey
rx clear
M 1357 030030t150071f

rosé gold
rosé gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1357 032032t150071f

If you think you know Jenna from somewhere, but
can’t quite put your finger on it, let me put
you out of your misery: she was on The Voice.
This born-and-bred Berliner would like to learn
piano, violin and how to save money.

Kerstin G.
worn by Jenna A. – Singer
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

teens prescription metal
4

total width:

115 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

44 mm

vertical lens height:

37 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

6 mm 135 mm flex

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Konstanze-Aurora M 1365

14 grams

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1365 025025t020071f
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bronze
bronze
warm grey
rx clear
M 1365 030030t150071f

rosé gold
rosé gold
cream
rx clear
M 1365 032032t200071

Mayara’s mum used to work at ic! berlin, proving
once you‘re in the ic! family, you never really
leave. Mayara enjoys climbing things, stickers and
unicorns, but then again, who doesn’t?

Konstanze-Aurora
worn by Mayara T.
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
4

total width:

132 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

44 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Lucie H. M 0170

18 grams

black
black
black matt
rx clear
M 0170 002002726007fg
84

taubenblau
pearl
grey matt
rx clear
M 0170 049020405007fg

aqua
pearl
grey matt
rx clear
M 0170 048020405007fg

bronze
bronze
caramel matt
rx clear
M 0170 030030802007fg

off white
pearl
ren white
rx clear
M 0170 051020705 007fg

,Lucie joined the crew thanks to her twin brother,
ic! berlin’s resident event cook and occasional
graphic designer. You know how twins sometimes
dress up as each other to mess with their parents
or teachers (or in this case, Ralph)? Lucie and
her brother did that too, thought it wasn’t as
convincing as they had hoped.‘ J.H.

Lucie H.
worn by Lucie H. - ex ic! berliner
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
4

total width:

133 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

37 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex tpe

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Luke J.Y. M 1308

20 grams

black
pearl
black
rx clear
M 1308 002020t020071f
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gun metal
gun metal
black
rx clear
M 1308 002020t020071f

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1308 002020t020071f

marine blue
pearl
blue
rx clear
M 1308 057020t080071f

‚Jan is the brains behind the beautiful black
behemoth that houses the onono showroom, as well
as the lesser known Hôtel Concorde Berlin and
BND Headquarters. Jan also designed collection 1
for onono – the very few. I wonder who is easier
to work with, Ralph or Angela..?‘ J.H.

Luke J. Y.
worn by Jan K. - Superstar Architect
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category:
base:

prescription
metal
prescription metal
4

total width:

127 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

50 mm

vertical lens height:

37 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex tpe

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Marie M 1227

17 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1227 002007fl
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graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1227 025025t020071f

teak
teak
black
rx clear
M 1227 053053t020071f

off white
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1227 051020t040071f

‚Manja, known as the Hot Dog Lady, just wanted
to have a hot dog with some ic! staff. Suddenly
she got kidnapped by a Berlin Mitte gangster
called Ralph A. who saw her talent for looking
good in photos. Manja is half Italian and half
German, maybe that’s what makes her so photogenic.
One hot dog with ketchup, please!‘ J.H.

Marie
worn by Manja T. - Hot Dog Lady
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
6

total width:

134 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

60 mm

vertical lens height:

40 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Markus M. M 1322

22 grams

black
pearl
black
rx-clear
M 1322 002020t020071f
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gun metal
gun metal
black
rx-clear
M 1322 023023t020071f

graphite
graphite
black
rx-clear
M 1322 025025t020071f

marine blue
pearl
blue
rx-clear
M 1322 057020t080071f

,Markus is as Swiss as a chocolate watch and the
brains behind our annual Swiss Collection. On
the day of our photo shoot he was busy getting
his fondue on, so Henning jumped in at the last
minute to model his frame for us. Just goes to
show how versatile our frames are. Both Markus
and Henning have been ic! berliners since before
the iPod was a twinkle in Steve Jobs’ eye.‘ J.H.

Markus M.
worn by Henning G. - Swiss Berliner
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
2

total width:

123mm

distance btw. lenses:

28 mm

horizontal lens width:

41 mm

vertical lens height:

39 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

4 mm 145 mm skinny

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Mariusz B. M 1313

12 grams

gun metal
gun metal
caramel
rx clear
M 1313 020020722007sk
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graphite
graphite
smokey matt
rx clear
M 1313 023023714 007sk

matt gold
matt gold
havanna matt
rx clear
M 1313 024024723007sk

pearl
pearl
sunset matt
rx clear
M 1313 025025721007sk

,In his previous life Mariusz was a star
goalkeeper, even reaching the 3rd league in his
native Poland. These days he plays in the big
leagues as an ic! berlin Sales Rep. Our man on
the ground dreams of one day being up in the
air: he wants to go parachuting or paragliding
at least once in his lifetime.‘ J.H.

Mariusz B.
worn by Mariusz W. - Sales Representative
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
6

total width:

127 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

57 mm

vertical lens height:

32 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex tpe

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Nufenen medium M 5085

21 grams

Nufenen Pass [ 46°28’37”N 8°23’16”E ]
The Nufenen Pass is Switzerland‘s highest pass
open to motor vehicles, but is also popular with
brave cyclists. It overlooks the beautiful Gries
Glacier and the Bernese Alps. To the east of the
top of the Nufenen Pass is the source of the
Ticino river.

black
black
black
rx clear
M 5085 002007
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gun metal
gun metal
gun metal
rx clear
M 5085 023007

graphite
graphite
graphite
rx clear
M 5085 025007

chrome
chrome
chrome
rx clear
M 5085 001007

‚The beard, the tattoos, the ic! berlin glasses:
Alexander is Berlin. A Berlin boy through-andthrough, Alexander is so secure in his manliness that
he has no shame in admitting his favourite series is
Grey’s Anatomy. Our own McDreamy is himself a bit of
a dreamer: at the top of Alexander’s bucket list is
to go live out the book 50 Places to Sail before you
Die with his wife and kids. ‘ J.H.

Neufenen
worn by Alexander G. - World´s Manliest Grey´s Anatomy Fan
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
6

total width:

131 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

55 mm

vertical lens height:

34 mm

nose width:

14 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Paul R. M 1349

20 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1349 002002t020071f
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graphite
graphite
warm grey
rx clear
M 1349 025025t150071f

teak
teak
black
rx clear
M 1349 053053t020071f

marine blue
pearl
grey
rx clear

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear

M 1349 057020t040071f

M 1349 001001t040071f

‚Did you know that Trolls don‘t just lurk under
bridges or on Twitter, they are actually native
to Iceland? It’s true, and Paul is making it
his life’s mission to travel to Iceland and see
them for himself. In the mean time, he’s happy
collecting ‘Unfug’ (don’t look it up) and
binge-watching Rick & Morty.‘ J.H.

Paul R.
worn by Paul R. - Technician
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
4

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

52 mm

vertical lens height:

32 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex tpe

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Peggy L. M 1309

15 grams

bordeaux
bordeaux
dark red
rx clear
M 1309 056056t160071f
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shiny bronze
shiny bronze
warm grey
rx clear
M 1309 073073t150071f

black
pearl
black
rx clear
M 1309 002020t020071f

graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1309 025025t020071f

Find out more about Francesca on page 43

Peggy L.
worn by Francesca M. - Graphic Designer
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category:
base:

prescription
metal

prescription metal
4

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

30 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex tpe

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Peter C. XM 0070

19 grams

teak
teak
black
rx clear
XM 0070 053053t020071f
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marine blue
marine blue
marine blue
rx clear
XM 0070 057057t170071f

black
matt gold
black
rx clear
XM 0070 002024007

gun metal
chrome
black
rx clear
XM 0070 023001007

graphite
black
black
rx clear
XM 0070 025025t020071f

‚Who was number 3 on the German pop charts in
Aril 2002? Christian can tell you, thanks to
his encyclopaedic knowledge of all things music
(for the record, it was Shakira). Though he’s a
born and bread Berliner, Christian often gets
mista-ken for a Swedish supermodel. Mitt ställe
eller ditt?‘ J.H.

Peter C.
worn by Christian S. - Music Nerd
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Purity M 1367
prescription metal
4
130 mm
23 mm
48 mm
41 mm
21 mm
6 mm 145 mm flex
16 grams

suprematism

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1367 002002t020071f
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rosé gold
rosé gold
black
rx clear
M 1367 032032t020071f

chrome
chrome
black
rx clear
M 1367 001001t020071f

Isabel’s favourite smell is the air just before
the rain starts. She enjoys watching Game of
Thrones in the bathtub and makes a mean pancake.
Before she kicks the bucket, Isabel wants to
visit Petra and go parachuting. Isabel also
enjoys alliteration.

Purity
worn by Isabel R. - Architect
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category:
base:

prescription
metal
prescription metal
4

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

51 mm

vertical lens height:

31 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex tpe

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Rast M 1213

18 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1213 002007fl
104

waved black
black
black
rx clear
M 1213 002002t02007wf

gun metal
gun metal
gun metal
rx clear
M 1213 023007fl

graphite
graphite
graphite
rx clear
M 1213 025007fl

taubenblau
pearl
black
rx clear
M 1213 049020t020071f

‚Clara is the wife of Johann - she was
responsible for the bookkeeping in the business
she had with her husband in a little village in
Switzerland. She has three daughters. We send
many regards to her and... condolence, after the
death of her husband‘ R.A.

Rast
worn by Clara H. - Bookkeeper
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Rosemarie S. M 1328
prescription metal
4

total width:

126 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

52 mm

vertical lens height:

36 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
17 grams

black
black
black
rx clear

M 1328 002002t020071f
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bordeaux
pearl
warm grey
rx clear
M 1328 056020t150071f

brown mud
pearl
warm grey
rx clear
M 1328 055020t150071f

rosé gold
rosé gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1328 032032t150071f

,Rosi has one of the sharpest eyes at
ic! berlin: she can spot a dodgy frame or uneven
colour at 50 paces and stop it every seeing the
light of day. We could change “handmade in Berlin”
to “approved by Rosi”, that’s how good she is. In
her off time, Rosi prefers shopping at flea markets
to department stores and she is currently saving
for a holiday to Mauritius. I wonder if Miray will
go too. Do cats like Daiquiris?‘ J.H.

Rosemarie S.
worn by Rosemarie S. - Quality Control
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Sandy G. M 1350
prescription metal
4

total width:

125 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

39 mm

nose width:

15 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
17 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1350 002002t020071f
108

gun metal
gun metal
warm grey
rx clear
M 1350 023023t150071f

bordeaux
pearl
warm grey
rx clear
M 1350 056020t150071f

taubenblau
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1350 049020t040071f

rosé gold
rosé gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1350 032032t150071f

,We sit, we wonder why-yi-yi-yi Sandy would
waste her Sundays pumping and sweating at Body
Pump. But she’s Swiss, which means she probably
eats a lot of cheese, and low-fat raclette is
sacrilegious. Aside from melting cheese, Sandy’s
favourite smell is that of freshly sawn wood and
her favourite word is magnifique. Bon.‘ J.H.

Sandy G.
worn by Sandy G. - Sales Representative Alpenglühn | Switzerland
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Serge K. M 1138
prescription metal
6

total width:

120 mm

distance btw. lenses:

15 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

28 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

10 mm 135 mm tpe
17 grams

black
black
black
rx-clear
M 1138 002007
110

gun metal
gun metal
black
rx-clear
M 1138 023007

teak
teak
black
rx-clear
M 1138 053053t020071f

marine blue
pearl
grey
rx-clear
M 1138 057020t040071f

‚Mathias Bothor is THE photographer. Check his
webpage (mathiasbothor.com) and you can see why
I was a little afraid to shoot him. As you also
can see: he is a great model and very easy to
shoot - and there was no moment, he gave me bad
feelings, while me, sheet metal glasses seller
Ralph, shot him.‘ R.A.

Serge K.
worn by Mathias B. - Photographer
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Sven H. M 1329
prescription metal
6

total width:

132 mm

distance btw. lenses:

15 mm

horizontal lens width:

57 mm

vertical lens height:

36 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
17 grams

gun metal
gun metal
black
rx clear
M 1329 023023t020071f
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graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1329 025025t020071f

marine blue
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1329 057020t040071f

matt gold
matt gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1329 024024t150071f

‚Hier isser! The all-important link between
Berlin and North America. If you’re American or
Canadian and are wearing ic! berlin,
chances are it’s because of Sven. Back when he
had spare time Sven was an avid gamer. Now, as
a father of two toddlers, Sven is all about
juice boxes, not Xboxes.‘ J.H.

Sven H.
worn by Sven H. - Logistiker
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Torsten S. M 1326
prescription metal
4

total width:

126 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

36 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex
20 grams

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1326 002002t020071f
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graphite
graphite
black
rx clear
M 1326 025025t020071f

marine blue
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1326 057020t040071f

bordeaux
pearl
warm grey
rx clear
M 1326 056020t150071f

pearl
pearl
grey
rx clear
M 1326 020020t040071f

,Torsten is a keen model builder, so coming to work
at ic! berlin was a no-brainer because he gets to
build stuff all day. Well, cut stuff with lasers,
which is still pretty cool. Though he’s been a
Berliner since he was 5 years old, Torsten still
dreams of his home in Saxony, or, more specifically,
his grandma’s Saxon Quarkkeulchen, which are like
little potatoey pancakes served with homemade apple
sauce. Omnomnomnom.‘ J.H.

Torsten S.
worn by Torsten S. - Lenses and Lasers
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Triangularity M 1369
prescription metal
4

total width:

133 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

57 mm

vertical lens height:

47 mm

nose width:

24 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
19 grams

suprematism

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1369 002002t020071f
116

shiny bornze
shiny bronze
black
rx clear
M 1369 073073t020071f

chrome
chrome
black
rx clear
M 1369 001001t020071f

In the nicest possible way: Denisa is a witch.
Her dreams often turn out to be premonitions of death
and good school grades. It’s a very mysterious and
untameable superpower and we definitely shouldn’t burn
her. Denisa has a very, very sweet tooth (but eats
salty popcorn), wants to get a tan on every continent
and shares her bed with 14 stuffed animals.

Triangularity
worn by Denisa C. - Creative Support
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Yondung M 1376
prescription metal
4

total width:

127 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

45 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

3,5 mm 145 mm flex
16 grams

,
inge
ss h ple!
le
w
tem
scre
new 3,5mm
new

silk

black
black
black
rx clear
M 1376 002002t020071f
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rosé gold
rosé gold
warm grey
rx clear
M 1376 032032t150071f

chrome
chrome
grey
rx clear
M 1376 001001t040071f

Between parties Simon likes to chill out in the
wilderness and become one with nature.
So much so that he’s currently building himself
a houseboat, from scratch, so he can float from
one side of Berlin to the other.

Yondung
worn by Simon B. - Boatmaker
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prescription
acetate

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Anne K. A 0632
prescription acetate
4

total width:

134 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

37 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm montag
18 grams

black rough
black
black rough
rx clear
A 0632 804002804007mo
122

tortoise shell washed
bronze
tortoise shell washed
rx clear
A 0632 756030418007mo

very berry
graphite
very berry
rx clear
A 0632 419025419007mo

rocket fuel wired
pearl
rocket fuel rough
rx clear
A 0632 740020823007mo

walnut matt
graphite
walnut matt
rx clear
A 0632 741025741007mo

,Monday to Friday she’s our mild-mannered HR
officer, but come the weekend Anne is a wild,
hot-blooded ice hockey superfan. Though these
days she listens to Flo Rida, Anne’s first
concert was The Kelly Family (don’t judge – it
was the 90s).‘ J.H.

Anne K.
worn by Anne K. - Ice hockey superfan
123

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Bernhard S. A 0639
prescription acetate
4

total width:

128 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

47 mm

vertical lens height:

43 mm

nose width:

17 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm mittwoch
17 grams

emeral city matt
black
black matt
rx clear
A 0639 760002802007mi
124

still waters matt
pearl
still waters matt
rx clear
A 0639 765020765007mi

onyx matt
graphite
onyx matt
rx clear
A 0639 763025763007mi

Read more about Chris on page 63.

Bernhard S.
worn by Chris R. - Physics Doctorate
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Christina H. A 0627
prescription acetate
4

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

21 mm

horizontal lens width:

50 mm

vertical lens height:

40 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm montag
18 grams

black rough
black
black rough
rx clear
A 0627 804002804007mo
126

havanna matt
bronze
havanna matt
rx clear
A 0627 723030723007mo

rocket fuel wired
pearl
rocket fuel rough
rx clear
A 0627 740020823007mo

walnut matt
graphite
walnut matt
rx clear
A 0627 741025741007mo

,Though she was born in Canada, Christina
has been here since age 9 and is as German as
Spaghettieis. For those who have never had the
pleasure, Spaghettieis is a German “delicacy”
where ice cream is served in the form of
spaghetti, complete with strawberry (tomato)
sauce and grated coconut (parmesan). Because
Germany.‘ J.H.

Christina H.
worn by Christina H. - Office
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Kevin D. A 0643
prescription acetate
4

total width:

135 mm

distance btw. lenses:

14 mm

horizontal lens width:

57 mm

vertical lens height:

40 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm mittwoch
20 grams

emeral city matt
black
black matt
rx clear
A 0643 760002802007mi
128

still waters matt
pearl
still waters matt
rx clear
A 0643 765020765007mi

onxy matt
graphite
onyx matt
rx clear
A 0643 763025763007mi

Kitchen utensil collector Jacob came to Berlin
from Denmark in search of love, challenges and
good techno. He enjoys watching Game of Thrones
and eating cheese. Lots and lots of cheese.
For his last meal Jacob would order Heston
Blumenthal’s lemon tart, because “you can’t go
wrong with cake”. Words to live by.

Kevin D.
worn by Jacob H. - Danish (not the pastry)
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Lars G. A 0636
prescription acetate
4

total width:

133 mm

distance btw. lenses:

15 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

39 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm acetate
21 grams

obsidian washed
black
obsidian
rx clear
A 0636 75400280100707
130

espresso matt
black
black matt
rx clear
A 0636 75300280200707

tortoise shell matt
black
black matt
rx clear
A 0636 75100280200707

smokey matt
graphite
smokey matt
rx clear
A 0636 72102572100707

‚Before he was an ic! berliner Lars used to sell
mushrooms. Given he was born and raised in the
Netherlands – and went to art school - it begs
the question: exactly what kind of mushrooms
were they? Lars’ first concert was Urban Dance
Squad (it’s a Dutch thing) and the last concert
he went to(Muse) was also his son’s first.
N’awwwww.‘ J.H.

Lars G.
worn by Lars G. - Sales Representative BeNeLux, DE-NRW
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Marius K. M 0637
prescription acetate
4

total width:

134 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

57 mm

vertical lens height:

35 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm acetate
16 grams

obsidian washed
black
obsidian
rx clear
A 0637 75400280100707
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tortoise shell matt
black
black matt
rx clear
A 0637 75100280200707

espresso matt
black
black matt
rx clear
A 0637 75300280200707

smokey matt
graphite
smokey matt
rx clear
A 0637 72102572100707

‚In a previous life Marius was a pizza boy in
Potsdam who dreamed of one day being a truck
driver. You can still find him in Potstam,
usually on a Sunday hooning around on his
mountain bike or windsurfing on the lake. Marius
is a true outdoorsman with an equally sporty
and adventuresome superpower: he actually knows
how to use Microsoft Excel.‘ J.H.

Marius K.
worn by Marius K. - The Excel Whisperer
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category:
base:

prescription
acetate

prescription acetate
4

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

51 mm

vertical lens height:

43 mm

nose width:

16 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm mittwoch

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Mathilde G. A 0644

20 grams

personalized pictogram

lavender fields matt
graphite
lavender fields matt
rx clear
A 0644 762025762007mi
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snowy mountain matt
bronze
snowy mountain matt
rx clear
A 0644 764030764007mi

golden sands matt
pearl
golden sands matt
rx clear
A 0644 761020761007mi

Number one on Anna’s bucket list is to pilot a
helicopter all by herself. Fun fact: the German
word for helicopter, Hubschrauber, translates
directly to ‘lifting-screwdriver’. Anna collects
plants, loves the smell of basil and can tie a
knot that would put a boy scout to shame.

Mathilde G.
worn by Anna S. – Aspiring pilot
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Nguyet N. A 0635
prescription acetate
4

total width:

118 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

48 mm

vertical lens height:

28 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

8 mm 140 mm flex tpe
16 grams

espresso matt
black
black matt
rx clear
A 0635 75300280200707
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tortoise shell matt
black
black matt
rx clear
A 0635 75100280200707

very berry matt
graphite
very berry
rx clear
A 0635 75502575500707

walnut washed
graphite
walnut
rx clear
A 0635 41602541600707

‚When Nguyet came to ic! berlin HQ for her interview she immediately felt at home. She says it’s
because the foyer looked as chaotic as her bedroom
(editor’s note: creative chaos!), but we like to
think it’s because we’re so welcoming and lovely
and nice to be around. Nguyet’s favourite smell is
her baby nephew after bath time and she would one
day like to learn to cook like her mama & papa.
We just hope these two things are unrelated.‘ J.H.

Nguyet N.
worn by Nguyet N. - Sales Manager Asia & Australia
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Silvio A 0634
prescription acetate
4

total width:

138 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

41 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm acetate
22 grams

black rough
black
black matt
rx clear
A 0634 80400280200707
138

rocky grey matt
graphite
terra cotta
rx clear
A 0630 74103074100707

havanna matt
bronze
havanna matt
rx clear
A 0634 72303072300707

rocket fuel wired
pearl
rocket fuel matt
rx clear
A 0634 74002073900707

,Ntz Ntz Ntz Ntz Ntz Ntz Ntz Ntz. That’s the
muffled techno beat of Silvio’s headphones.
Between parties Silvio helps run the show in
our Logistic Department, which means it’s his
job to get glasses from Berlin to you in under
30 minutes or your pizza is free. No pressure,
Silvio.‘ J.H.

Silvio
worn by Silvio S. - Techno Bunny
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prescription
hybrid

141

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Gert H. D 0019
prescription hybrid
4

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

52 mm

vertical lens height:

34 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm acetate
20 grams

black | obsidian washed
black
obsidian
rx clear

black | tortoise shell matt
black
tortoise shell matt
rx clear

graphite | rocky grey matt
graphite
rocky grey matt
rx clear

graphite | broken bottle matt
graphite
broken bottle matt
rx clear

D 0019 H03700280100707 D 0019 H03800275100707 D 0019 H05802575700707 D 0019 H06002574500707
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Fascinating. Please, tell me more.

Gert H.
worn by Christophe P. - Filmmaker
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Kathi B. D 0015
prescription hybrid
4

total width:

128 mm

distance btw. lenses:

21 mm

horizontal lens width:

49 mm

vertical lens height:

37 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag
15 grams

black | obsidian washed
black
obsidian
rx clear

black|tortoise shell wash.
black
obsidian
rx clear

graphite|walnut washed
graphite
walnut
rx clear

rosé gold|very berry washed
rosé gold
very berry
rx clear

D 0015 H037002801007fg D 0015 H039002801007fg D 0015 H044025416007fg D 0015 H047032419007fg
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,It’s only fitting that our Sales Rep in Berlin
is a true blue Berliner. While most Berliners
would give their left tit to go further south
in the winter, Kathi once went north to Norway.
In December. To milk cows. At 5am. Which begs
the question: does milk come out, or icecream?‘ J.H.

Kathi B.
worn by Kathi B. - Sales Representative Berlin & Ostdeutschland
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Pierre G. D 0016
prescription hybrid
4

total width:

131 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

33 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag
14 grams

black | obsidian washed
black
obsidian
rx clear

black | tortoise shell matt
black
black matt
rx clear

graphite | very berry matt
graphite
very berry matt
rx clear

graphite | walnut matt
graphite
walnut
rx clear

D 0016 H037002801007fg D 0016 H038002802007fg D 0016 H046025755007fg D 0016 H043025741007fg
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,Pierre failed to return his interview before
our print deadline, so let’s have some fun.
Pierre likes penguins. His favourite movie is
The Colour Purple. He collects potpourri. His
favourite smell is pickles. His dream pet is a
platypus and when he grows up he wants to be a
professional psychic performing at The Palms.
Pineapple.‘ J.H.

Pierre G.
worn by Pierre G. - Logistical Manager
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

S42 Wedding D 0003
prescription hybrid
5

total width:

133 mm

distance btw. lenses:

25 mm

horizontal lens width:

47 mm

vertical lens height:

41 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag
16 grams

black | black matt
black
black matt
rx clear
D 0003 H020002802007fg
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graphite | smokey matt
graphite
smokey matt
rx clear
D 0003 H021025721007fg

rosé gold | obsidian
gun metal
obsidian
rx clear
D 0003 H006023801007fg

rosé gold | caramel
rosé gold
caramel
rx clear
D 0003 H023032714007fg

,Tall, good-looking and blond(ish), Oliver isn’t
your typical computer nerd, but we’re not your
typical eyewear company. Sadly for us, this
original Ossi has moved on to new adventures,
but he will forever remain in our hearts (and
servers).‘ J.H.

S42 Wedding
worn by Oliver M. - Master of bits and bytes
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Thien N. D 0017
prescription hybrid
4

total width:

133 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

40 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag
15 grams

graphite rocky grey matt
graphite
graphite rocky grey matt
rx clear

black | tortoise shell matt
black
black matt
rx clear

bronze | obsidian washed
bronze
obsidian
rx clear

D 0017 H088025757007fg

D 0017 H038002802007fg

D 0017 H041030801007fg
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bronze | diamond
bronze
diamond
rx clear
D 0017 H040030401007fg

,Born in idyllic Burgundy, Thien is a little
bit punk and a little bit rock-n-roll, with
an added penchant for German hip-hop. When
it comes to his indulging in his favourite
pastime, shopping, Thien doesn’t discriminate
between department stores or flea markets, as
long as they have good shoes. Man after my own
heart.‘ J.H.

Thien N.
worn by Thien N. - Sales Representative Central France
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

VegeTarian 2 D 0023
prescription hybrid
4

total width:

135 mm

distance btw. lenses:

22 mm

horizontal lens width:

46 mm

vertical lens height:

37 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
23 grams

urban
Are you VegeTarian?

X

black | E
black
obsidian
rx clear

rosé gold | D
rosé gold
D
rx clear

chrome | A
chrome
A
rx clear

D 0023 H08100280100707 D 0023 H08503242700707 D 0023 H08200142400707
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,Ulrike’s happy place is anywhere near the water.
Most weekends you can find her on a lake somewhere
and she even has a secret place on the Havel where
she escapes to in the Summer. Well, it was secret
until now. #sorryulrike. Back in the city Ulrike
enjoys strawberry tarts and strawberry tarts with
pinot gris. And strawberry tarts.' J.H.

VegeTarian 2
worn by Ulrike G. – Reggio-Fachpädagogin
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

VegeTarian 3 D 0024
prescription hybrid
4

total width:

137 mm

distance btw. lenses:

25 mm

horizontal lens width:

50 mm

vertical lens height:

35 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
24 grams

urban
Are you VegeTarian?

X

black | E
black
obsidian
rx clear

gun metal | C
gun metal
C
rx clear

chrome | A
chrome
A
rx clear

D 0024 H08200142400707 D 0024 H08302342600707 D 0024 H08100280100707
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,Jan is so pretty we had to put him in the
catalogue twice. In addition to smelling gas
stations and eating goulash, Jan likes to indulge
in fast food while riding in limousines listening
to Solange. You know Solange, she’s Beyonce’s
little sister with the big hair. You can imagine
what that was like growing up. Beyonce, Beyonce,
Beyonce!' J.H.

VegeTarian 3
worn by Jan M. – Event Planner and occasional Model
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

prescription
plotic!
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Downtown PH 0005
prescription hybrid plotic!
4

total width:

135 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

52 mm

vertical lens height:

39 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 140|150 plotic!
19 grams

urban

graphite | brutal blue
graphite
brutal blue
rx clear

rosé gold | black
rosé gold
black
rx clear

graphite | faded mint
graphite
faded mint
rx clear

PH 0005 H73025P08007pv PH 0005 H74025P09007pv PH 0005 H78032P00007pv
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,Like many Berliners, David is not from Berlin.
He moved two years ago because, as he puts it,
“Berlin”, which you would understand if you’ve ever
been to Berlin. David enjoys the smell of white
garlic, vegan mac-n-cheese (which is totally a
thing) and saying “fabelhaft”, which we think is
pretty fabulous.' J.H.

Downtown
worn by David Jackobs – Cruelty-free vegan Hair and Make-up Artist
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Uptown PH 0009
prescription hybrid plotic!
4

total width:

128 mm

distance btw. lenses:

24 mm

horizontal lens width:

46 mm

vertical lens height:

42 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 140|150 plotic!
17 grams

urban

graphite | brutal blue
graphite
brutal blue
rx clear

chrome | black
chrome
black
rx clear

rosé gold | faded mint
rosé gold
faded mint
rx clear

PH 0009 H15001P00007pv PH 0009 H73025P08007pv PH 0009 H76032P09007pv
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,Chrissy grew up in Mannheim and came to Berlin
for the fresh air, which makes you wonder, exactly
how bad is the air in Mannheim? Our favourite
Monnemerin wants to one day ride a dogsled through
the snow under the northern lights and if (god
forbid) she were on death row, her last meal would
be her ex-housemate’s spaghetti bolognese. Oh, and
she can see through her fingers.' J.H.

Uptown
worn by Chrissy L. – Art Consultant
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prescription
rubber

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Fiona-Linea RH 0004
teens prescription rubber
4

total width:

120 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

44 mm

vertical lens height:

34 mm

nose width:

14 mm

temple:

6 mm 135 mm flex
17 grams

chrome-black rubber
chrome
black
rx clear
RH 0004 H15001t020071f
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chrome-marine blue rubber
chrome
marine blue
rx clear
RH 0004 H66001t170071f

chrome-dark red rubber
chrome
dark red
rx clear
RH 0004 H65001t160071f

Remember this face, remember this name. Sophia
H. In just a few years Sophia H. will be
standing in front of millions of people with
a gold medal for hockey around her neck (no
pressure, Sophia).

Fiona-Linea
worn by Sophia H.
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Friedrich Wilhelm RH 0005
teens prescription rubber
4

total width:

126 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

47 mm

vertical lens height:

34 mm

nose width:

14 mm

temple:

8 mm 135 mm flex
20 grams

chrome-black rubber
chrome
black
rx clear
RH 0005 H15001t020071f
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chrome-marine blue rubber
chrome
marine blue
rx clear
RH 0005 H66001t170071f

chrome- dark red rubber
chrome
dark red
rx clear
RH 0005 H65001t160071f

Now that he’s about to start high school Max
makes sure to keep one window open at all times,
just in case an owl should come and deliver his
acceptance letter to Hogwarts. There’s still
time, Max There’s still time.

Friedrich Wilhelm
worn by Max P.
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Karl-Otto RH 0006
teens prescription rubber
4

total width:

125 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

47 mm

vertical lens height:

32 mm

nose width:

14 mm

temple:

8 mm 135 mm flex
19 grams

chrome-black rubber
chrome
black
ry-clear
RH 0006 H15001t020071f
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chrome-marine blue rubber
chrome
marine blue
rx clear
RH 0006 H66001t170071f

chrome- dark red rubber
chrome
dark red
rx clear
RH 0006 H65001t160071f

Levi knows everything there is to know about
volcanoes. His favourite subject at school
is swimming and his favourite animal is the
gorilla. Sadly, mum won’t let him have a pet
gorilla.

Karl-Otto
worn by Levi P.
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Max S. RH 0007
prescription rubber
4

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

36 mm

nose width:

26 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm rubber
20 grams

Personalized pictogram

chrome-black rubber
chrome
black rubber
rx clear

chrome-forest green rubber
chrome
forest green
rx clear

chrome-blue rubber
chrome
blue rubber
rx clear

RH 0007 H15001R01007rb RH 0007 H93001R03007rb RH 0007 H02001R02007rb
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Read more about Ignacio on page 57.

Max S.
worn by Ignacio H. - Student
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Nino S. RH 0008
prescription rubber
4

total width:

135 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

37 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm rubber
23 grams

chrome-black rubber
chrome
black rubber
rx clear

chrome-blue rubber
chrome
blue rubber
rx clear

chrome-yellow rubber
chrome
yellow rubber
rx clear

RH 0008 H15001R01007rb RH 0008 H02001R02007rb RH 0008 H94001R04007rb
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Read more about Jacob on page 129.

Nino S.
worn by Jacob H. - Beer Crafter
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Tommy G. RH 0009
prescription rubber
4

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

36 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm rubber
18 grams

chrome-black rubber
chrome
black rubber
rx clear

chrome-forest green rubber
chrome
forest green
rx clear

chrome-blue rubber
chrome
blue rubber
rx clear

RH 0009 H15001R01007rb RH 0009 H93001R03007rb RH 0009 H02001R02007rb
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Read more about Chris on page 63.

Tommy G.
worn by Christoph R. - Student
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

sun
metal

176
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

109 Charlottenburg M 1265
sun metal
8

total width:

136 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

65 mm

vertical lens height:

42 mm

nose width:

27 mm

temple:

10 mm 135 mm flex tpe
23 grams

black
black
black
black to grey
M 1265 002002t029051f
178

gun metal
gun metal
black
brown sand
M 1265 023023t023021f

graphite
graphite
black
black-clear
M 1265 025025t023011f

teak
teak
black
green
M 1265 037037t041131f

Read more about Chris on page 63.

109 Charlottenburg
worn by Christoph R. - Student
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Blanca F. M 1291
sun metal
2

total width:

137 mm

distance btw. lenses:

23 mm

horizontal lens width:

51 mm

vertical lens height:

47 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
18 grams

black
black
black
black
M 1291 002002 t021151f
180

gun metal
gun metal
black
brown sand
M 1291 023023t023021f

pearl
pearl
grey
black clear
M 1291 020020t043011f

rosé gold
rosé gold
grey
black clear
M 1291 032032t043011f

,Blanca grew up in Sevilla, Spain, came to
Berlin to get a selfie with the Brandenburg
gate, and never left. Lucky for us! Her
favourite smell is that of freshly baked bread
and at the top of her Bucket List is finding
an avocado of perfect ripeness. I’m detecting a
theme here....‘ J.H.

Blanca F.
worn by Blanca F. - ex ic! berliner
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Birgit D. M 1360
metal sun
4
137 mm
19 mm
53 mm
45 mm
21 mm
6 mm 145 mm flex
19 grams

New fade
colours!

gun metal
gun metal
black
black
M 1360 023023t021151f

candy fade
candy
dark red
rose red mirrored
M 1360 064061t164161f
182

bronze
bronze
warm grey
brown sand
M 1360 030030t153021f

cappuccino fade
cappuccino
warm grey
cinnamon mirrored
M 1360 065067t154151f

chrome
chrome
black
quicksilver
M 1360 001001t021201f

sky blue fade
sky blue
grey
teal mirrored
M 1360 066068t044131f

Eva’s dog’s paws smell like cheese and fresh
forest soil. For a city dog, that’s particularly
peculiar. Eva is currently binge-watching House,
listening to Jamie Cullum and saving up for the
biggest motor home you have ever seen.

Birgit D.
worn by Eva D. - Kamerafrau
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Boris N. M 1288
sun metal
2

total width:

140 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

60 mm

vertical lens height:

44 mm

nose width:

24 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
20 grams

black
black
black
black
M 1288 002002t021151f
184

gun metal
gun metal
black
brown sand
M 1288 023023t023021f

matt gold
matt gold
nougat
green
M 1288 024024t061021f

chrome
chrome
black
black clear
M 1288 001001t023011f

‚Faster than a speeding abacus. More powerful than
a scientific calculator. Able to process large
sums in a single bound. If Boris had a superpower,
it would be numbers. Good thing too, seeing as
he’s in charge of all our finances.‘ J.H.

Boris N.
worn by Boris Nachschunov - Head of Finance and Controlling
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Carla L. M 1341
sun metal
2

total width:

126 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

48 mm

vertical lens height:

42 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
16 grams

black
black
black
silver mirrored
M 1341 002002t024021f
186

rosé gold
rosé gold
black
black
M 1341 032032t021151f

off white
off white
warm grey
summerhaze
M 1341 051051t151191f

‚Carla grew up on Sardinia, which makes her a
sardine. Actually, she’s Sardinian, but sardine
is funnier. Being a good sardine Sardinian,
Carla makes a mean tiramisu. She prefers flea
markets to department stores, dogs to cats
(smart woman!) and singing in the shower to
singing with the ic! berlin Monday morning
choir, though she rocks them both.‘ J.H.

Carla L.
worn by Carla L. - Costumer Service Representative
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Circularity M 1366
metal sun
2

total width:

127 mm

distance btw. lenses:

24 mm

horizontal lens width:

44 mm

vertical lens height:

41 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
15 grams

black
black
black
bernstein
M 1366 002002t021211f
188

graphite
graphite
black
teal mirrored
M 1366 025025t024131f

fashion silver
fashion silver
black
quicksilver
M 1366 010010t021201f

Whereas some people would like to learn a new language or
perhaps a musical instrument, Blanca would like to one
day learn how to twerk. She enjoys binge-watching Orange
is the New Black, smelling freshly baked bread and eating
gazpacho. Drinking gazpacho? Do you drink gazpacho or
eat it? That is the $32,000 question. Blanca’s mission in
life is to find the perfect avocado.

Circularity
worn by Blanca F.
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Geometry M 1370
metal sun
2

total width:

132 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

50 mm

vertical lens height:

44 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
16 grams

black
black
black
quicksilver
M 1370 002002t021201f
190

bronze
bronze
warm grey
teal mirrored
M 1370 030030t154131f

rosé gold
rosé gold
black
black
M 1370 032032t023011f

Rayane has that totally relaxed and free aura that
you only get when you give up your smartphone. Now
that he doesn’t/can’t check Facebook and Instagram
every 15 minutes, he’s free to enjoy the simple
pleasures of life, like Kinder Schoko-Bon, football
and collecting Berghain flyers.

Geometry
worn by Rayane K.
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Guenther N. M 0077
sun metal
6

total width:

132 mm

distance btw. lenses:

15 mm

horizontal lens width:

59 mm

vertical lens height:

49 mm

nose width:

24 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm tpe
18 grams

black
black
black
photo-copper mirrored
M 0077 002002s02PH1ac

graphite
graphite
black
grey
M 0077 025901
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pearl
pearl
black
photo-orange mirrored

pearl
pearl
black
photo-copper mirrored

rosé gold
rosé gold
black
photo-copper mirrored

M 0077 020020s02PH2ac

M 0077 020020s02PH1ac

M 0077 032032s02PH1ac

gun metal
gun metal
nougat
brown sand
M 0077 023302

rosé gold
rosé gold
black
brown sand mirrored
M 0077 032032t024091f

sun gold
sun gold
black
brown sand mirrored
M 0077 003401fl

You are a unique snowflake, one-of-a-kind, and now your sunglasses can be too!
Design your own Guenther N. at the ic! berlin Flagship Store in
Berlin | Max-Beer-Str. 17. We give you all the parts, you just put them together. Green frame and purple lenses? Why not? One blue, one yellow lens,
sure! With over 60 colours to choose from your frame won’t just be one in a
million, it will be one in 9,127,891,353,600!

Guenther N.
worn by Juri - Athlete
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Gülcin Ü. M 1289
sun metal
2

total width:

137 mm

distance btw. lenses:

21 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

49 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag
17 grams

black
black
obsidian
black nylon
M 1289 002002801115 fg
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gun metal
gun metal
caramel
brown sand
M 1289 023023714302fg

matt gold
matt gold
havanna
green nylon
M 1289 024024708102fg

pearl
pearl
grey matt
black clear nylon
M 1289 020020405301fg

,Fun fact: not only can Gülcin pick out the perfect
frame for your face, she can get you flexible
enough so that you can put on your glasses with
your feet. Gülcin is a yoga instructor as well as
being an ic! berlin sales dynamo, and after being
the face of our Flagship Store in Berlin Gülcin
recently returned to her native Turkey where she is
hard at work expanding the ic! empire‘. J.H.

Gülcin Ü.
worn by Gülcin Ündemir - Sales Representative Turkey
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Hubert W. M 1290
sun metal
2

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

51 mm

vertical lens height:

47 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

4 mm 145 mm skinny
15 grams

4 mm

black
black
obsidian
black nylon
M 1290 002002801115sk
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pearl
pearl
obsidian
black clear nylon
M 1290 020020801301sk

gun metal
gun metal
caramel
brown sand
M 1290 023023714302sk

matt gold
matt gold
havanna
green nylon
M 1290 024024708102sk

‚Don’t tell anyone, but Hubert’s deepest,
darkest secret is that he actually likes
schlager music. If you don’t know what schlager
music is, google at your own risk: it’s kind of
like Germany country music crossed with oompa-pa and it all kind of sounds the same. Your
secret is safe with us, Hubert!.‘ J.H.

Hubert W.
worn by Hubert Westermann - Sales Representative Germany & Austria
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Jazz M. M 1316
metal sun
2
142 mm
17 mm
61 mm
57 mm
18 mm
6mm 150 mm acetate
22 g

black
black
black
obsidian
M 1316 00200280130107
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rosé gold
rosé gold
ren white
black clear
M 1316 03203270530107

off white
pearl
ren white
brown sand mirrored
M 1316 05102070540907

desert
pearl
ren white
brown sand
M 1316 05202070530207

Jazz is like real-life Photoshop. As a hair and makeup artist she has the unenviable task of making
Ralph photo-ready for the annual onono catalogue. To
paraphrase the great philosopher Dolly Parton: “it
takes a lot of work to look this natural”. When she’s
not working miracles, Jazz enjoys frozen yoghurt,
whistling and lamps. www.ic-berlin.de/crew/jazz-m

Jazz M.
worn by Jazz M. - Hair & Make-up Artist and ic! berlin Brand Ambassador
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Jesse M 4043
sun metal
8

total width:

131 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

63 mm

vertical lens height:

37 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

10 mm 135 mm flex tpe
21 grams

black
black
black
black to grey
M 4043 002905fl
200

graphite
graphite
black
grey
M 4043 025901fl

gun metal
gun metal
black
brown sand
M 4043 023302

teak
teak
black
brown sand
M 4043 002905fl

‚Mike originally comes from the UK but has
Jamaican roots. He has lived in Berlin for over
15 years and used to be a Drum & Bass DJ at the
legendary club WMF. Now he is a working artist
and his work consists of incredibly detailed
pencil drawings that at first glance are almost
photo realistic.‘ R.A.

Jesse
worn by Mike Sayles - Artist
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Jonathan I. M 1346
sun metal
6

total width:

129 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

46 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
17 grams

black
black
black
black
M 1346 002002t021151f
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rosé gold
rosé gold
black
black
M 1346 032032t021151f

gun metal
gun metal
black
brown sand
M 1346 023023t023021f

graphite
graphite
black
green
M 1346 025025t029021f

bronze
bronze
warm grey
teal mirrored
M 1346 030030t154131f

‚Poor Jonathan. He was forced to get rid of his
Netflix account because he got hooked on Narcos.
I would probably give up my partner rather than
my Netflix. At least now he has more time to
dedicate to his knife collection, which is...
good?‘ J.H.

Jonathan I.
worn by Jonathan I. - Design assistant
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Judith W. M 1306
sun metal
2

total width:

137 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

49 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag
17 grams

black
black
obsidian
brown sand
M 1306 002002801302fg
204

rosé gold
rosé gold
ren white
black clear
M 1306 032032705301fg

off white
pearl
ren white
brown sand

shiny bronze
shiny bronze
walnut
brown sand mirrored

M 1306051020705302fg

M 1306 073073416409fg

,Judith is so German, the first record she ever
bought was Nena’s 99 Luftballons. A passionate
cook, Judith will gladly splurge on groceries
and is quite proud of her lamb shanks. Fun fact:
Judith started working at ic! berlin on April
Fool’s Day.‘ J.H.

Judith W.
worn by Judith Waetzmann - Sales Representative Germany
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Klimek P. M 1348
sun metal
6

total width:

134 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

58 mm

vertical lens height:

44 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
18 grams

black
black
black
black
M 1348 002002t021151f
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graphite
graphite
black
moonlight mirrored
M 1348 025025t029081f

gun metal
gun metal
black
brown sand
M 1348 023023t023021f

bronze
bronze
warm grey
green
M 1348 030030t151021f

‚There’s something about Berliners - especially
ic! berliners - that makes them want to buy a
kombi van and get out of Berlin. Herr Klimek
is no exception, though his tastes are a little
more refined and he would rather a more modern
T4 Volkswagen Bus. Fun fact about Herr Klimek:
he finds zen in ironing his clothes. I’ve got a
lot of zen for him waiting at my place…‘ J.H.

Klimek P.
worn by Paul Klimek - Event manager
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Lundi M 6017
sun metal
6

total width:

143 mm

distance btw. lenses:

14 mm

horizontal lens width:

63 mm

vertical lens height:

59 mm

nose width:

17 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm acetate
24 grams

black
black
moiré
black clear
M 6017 002712301
208

gun metal
gun metal
havanna
brown sand
M 6017 023708302

matt gold
matt gold
havanna
brown sand
M 6017 024708302

off-white
pearl
ren white
brown sand
M 6017 051020705302t2

Find out more about Maira on page 245

Lundi
worn by Maira Becke - Hausfrau
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Loan L. M 1361
metal sun
2

total width:

132 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

49 mm

nose width:

17 mm

temple:

6 mm 155 mm flex
18 grams

black
black
black
bernstein
M 1361 002002t021211f
210

gun metal
gun metal
warm grey
cinnamon mirrored
M 1361 023023t154151f

rosé gold
rosé gold
cream
quicksilver
M 1361 032032t201201f

Read more about Anna on page 135.

Loan L.
worn by Anna P. - Human Factors Student
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Maik O. M 1301
sun metal
2

total width:

140 mm

distance btw. lenses:

11 mm

horizontal lens width:

61 mm

vertical lens height:

51 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
20 grams

black
black
black
black clear
M 1301 002002t023011f
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sun gold
sun gold
black
yellow dust mirr.
M 1301 003003t024141f

matt gold
matt gold
nougat
brown sand
M 1301 024024t063021f

chrome
chrome
grey
teal mirrored
M 1301 001001t044131f

,We all make mistakes when we were young. One
of Maik’s was buying the debut album from Milli
Vanilli (on cassette!), but we won’t hold it
against him. Since then Maik’s tastes have
matured somewhat; today he prefers subversive
animation, hyacinths and Dostoyevsky.‘ J.H.

Maik O.
worn by Maik Okrey - Head of Mechanical Production
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Mathias B. M 1311
sun metal
2

total width:

136mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

43 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag
17 grams

black
black
black matt
black clear

bronze
bronze
ivory
brown sand mirrored

M 1311 002002802301fg

M1311030030734409fg
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matt gold
matt gold
havanna
bottle green
M 1311 024024708410fg

chrome
chrome
diamond
teal mirrored
M 1311 001001401413fg

,As a photographer, Mathias much prefers being
behind the camera than in front of it. Which
is why we decided to make these sunglasses for
him, so that wherever he goes he can always be
incognito.‘ J.H.

Mathias B.
worn by Mathias Bothor - Photographer
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Meike B. M 1332
sun metal
6

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

47 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
19 grams

black
matt gold
black
black to grey
M 1332 002024t029051f
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bronze
bronze
warm grey
brown sand
M 1332 030030t153021f

rosé gold
rosé gold
black
photo-copper mirrored
M 1332 032032t02PH11f

chrome
chrome
grey
teal mirrored
M 1332 001001t044131f

,As a little girl Meike wanted to be a
veterinarian when she grew up. So much so
that she once worked on a butterfly farm in
Australia. Meike’s favourite smell is that of
pine trees and she dreams of one day buying a
camping bus so she can smell different kinds of
pine trees all over the world, all the while
bopping along to Pupkulies & Rebecca.‘ J.H.

Meike B.
worn by Meike B. - Sales Manager Western Europe
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Micha W. M 1333
sun metal
6

total width:

132 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

59 mm

vertical lens height:

43 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex
22 grams

black
black
black
black to grey
M 1333 002002t029051f
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graphite
graphite
olive
green
M 1333 025025t149021f

gun metal
gun metal
black
brown sand
M 1333 023023t023021f

marine blue
pearl
grey
teal mirrored
M 1333 057020t044131f

pearl
pearl
grey
grey nylon
M 1333 020020t041011f

,Just like a pineapple, Micha is rough on the
outside but soft and sweet on the inside. Don’t
let the tattoos, snapbacks and Nikes fool you
– this proud papa has been known to rock out to
The Smurfs’ Greatest Hits just as much as Limp
Bizkit.‘ J.H.

Micha W.
worn by Micha W. - Logistiker
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Natalie Z. M 1334
sun metal
6

total width:

133 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

58 mm

vertical lens height:

48 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
19 grams

black
black
black
black clear nylon
M 1334 002002t023011f
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bronze
bronze
warm grey
brown sand
M 1334 030030t153021f

rosé gold
rosé gold
warm grey
black clear nylon
M 1334 032032t153011f

off white
pearl
warm grey
brown sand
M 1334 051020t153021f

,Natalie was bribed to move to Berlin from her
native Kiev, with ice-cream, bubblegum and
bananas(little girls are so easily influenced).
Though(or maybe, because) she grew up in the
posh neighbourhood of Westend, Charlottenburg
Natalie knows how to really let her hair down:
she’s a regular fixture at a certain Russian
karaoke bar in Berlin. Just you try and get the
microphone away from her.‘ J.H.

Natalie Z.
worn by Natalie Z. - Area Manager Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Oli M 1358
metal sun
6

total width:

132 mm

distance btw. lenses:

15 mm

horizontal lens width:

60 mm

vertical lens height:

40 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
18 grams

racing green
racing green
dark green
black
M 1358 059059t181151f
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gun metal
gun metal
warm grey
dark brown mirrored
M 1358 023023t159091f

graphite
graphite
black
moonlight mirrored
M 1358 025025t029081f

white water
white water
marine blue
teal mirrored
M 1358 060060t174131f

pearl
pearl
dark green
green
M 1358 020020t189021f

Read more about Ignacio on page 57

Oli
worn by Ignacio H.
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Parallel_Reality M 1352
base:
total width:

sun metal
2

distance btw. lenses:

133 mm

horizontal lens width:

23 mm

vertical lens height:

47 mm

nose width:

44 mm

temple:

23 mm
10 mm 135 mm gt full metal
28 grams

black
chrome
ø
black
M 1352 002001311gt
224

chrome
chrome
ø
silver mirrored
M 1352 001001402gt

,What if everything in front of your eyes was
just one version of reality? What if you could
switch between realities as easily as putting
on—or taking off—a pair of sunglasses? Click
here to explore quantum physics with Parallel_
Reality, ic! berlin's new, experimental sunglass
that bends the laws of optics, physics, fashion
and the space-time continuum. You don’t even
need a PhD.‘ J.H.

Parallel_Reality
worn by Rayane K.
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Raf S. M 0132
sun metal
6

total width:

135 mm

distance btw. lenses:

14 mm

horizontal lens width:

61 mm

vertical lens height:

51 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm tpe / flex
17 grams

marine blue
marine blue
marine blue
silver mirrored
M 0132 057057t174021f
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gun metal
gun metal
black
brown sand
M 0132 023302

graphite
graphite
black
black clear
M 0132 025002301fl

sun gold
sun gold
black
gold mirrored
M 0132 003401fl

chrome
chrome
grey
teal mirrored
M 0132 001001t044131f

‚Simone knows more about cars than I do, but I
know more about glasses than she does, so we’ll
call it even. This Frankfurter enjoys electronic
music, audio books and sleeping for 14 hours at
a time. A word of warning though: she should not
be disturbed before her morning green tea has
had time to work its magic.‘ J.H.

Raf S.
worn by Simone Brunner - Student
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Raf S. M 0132
sun metal
6

total width:

135 mm

distance btw. lenses:

14 mm

horizontal lens width:

61 mm

vertical lens height:

51 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm tpe / flex
17 grams

black
black
black
photo-copper mirrored

pearl
pearl
black
photo-copper mirrored

rosé gold
rosé gold
black
photo-copper mirrored

pearl
pearl
black
photo-orange mirrored

M 0132 002002s02PH1ac

M 0132 020020s02PH1ac

M 0132 032032s02PH1ac

M 0132 041041s02PH2ac
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maybe out of bounds, but not of style the green collection

Raf S.
worn by Jana
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Robert H. M 1359
sun metal
6

total width:

137 mm

distance btw. lenses:

15 mm

horizontal lens width:

62 mm

vertical lens height:

45 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex
22 grams

racing green
racing green
dark green
black
M 1359 059059t181151f
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graphite
graphite
black
moonlight mirrored
M 1359 025025t029081f

gun metal
gun metal
warm grey
dark brown mirrored
M 1359 023023t159091f

pearl
pearl
dark green
green
M 1359 020020t189021f

white water
white water
marine blue
teal mirrored
M 1359 060060t174131f

Read more about Chris on page 63.

Robert H.
worn by Christoph R. - Student
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Sebastian S. M 1335
sun metal
6

total width:

133 mm

distance btw. lenses:

16 mm

horizontal lens width:

58 mm

vertical lens height:

44 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
19 grams

black
black
black
black to grey
M 1335 002002t029051f
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graphite
graphite
warm grey
green nylon
M 1335 025025t151021f

gun metal
gun metal
black
photo-copper mirrored
M 1332 032032t02PH11f

chrome
chrome
grey
teal mirrored
M 1335 001001t044131f

,Sebastian splits his time between running
around selling ic! berlin and running (and
swimming and biking) in triathlons. In the
little spare time he has, Sebastian likes to
collect invisible unicorns. How many does he
have? Nobody knows...‘ J.H.

Sebastian S.
worn by Sebastian S. - Sales Representative Southern Germany
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Simplicity M 1368
sun metal
2

total width:

130 mm

distance btw. lenses:

23 mm

horizontal lens width:

48 mm

vertical lens height:

41 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
16 grams

black
black
black
bernstein
M 1368 002002t021211f
234

graphite
graphite
black
teal mirrored
M 1368 025025t024131f

fashion silver
fashion silver
black
quicksilver
M 1368 010010t021201f

In case you’ve never been, when ic! berlin goes to a trade
show we take everything, including the kitchen sink. In
charge of the kitchen sink – and the rest of the kitchen in
our converted AirStream – is Daniel. Daniel can swear in six
languages, cannot be trusted with duct tape and makes pasta
that will bring you closer to god.

‘Simplicity’
worn by Daniel D. - cooker
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Sofia P. M 1305
sun metal
2

total width:

125 mm

distance btw. lenses:

25 mm

horizontal lens width:

43 mm

vertical lens height:

42 mm

nose width:

16 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag
14 grams

1
only

black
black
black
black to grey
M 1305 002002801115fg
236

4 gr

ams

sun gold
sun gold
obsidian
yellow dust mirrored
M 1305 003003801414fg

!

matt gold
matt gold
olive transp. glossy
bottle green
M 1305 024024403410fg

off white
pearl
ren white
moss green mirrored
M 1305 051020705411fg

,If Sofia could have any animal in the world
as a pet, it would be a lazy elephant. Exactly
how the elephant would fit into her apartment
is part of the fantasy, I guess. When she’s not
reading Amélie Nothomb or eating jamón Sofia can
usually be found bargain-hunting deep in the
markets on Maybachufer.‘ J.H.

‘Sofia P.’
worn by Sofia Postigo - Graphic designer
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Steffen E. M 1303
sun metal
2

total width:

140 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

57 mm

vertical lens height:

49 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 155 mm flex
19 grams

black
black
black
black clear
M 1303 002002t023011 f
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gun metal
gun metal
black
brown sand
M 1303 023023t023021 f

matt gold
matt gold
nougat
brown sand
M 1303 024024t063021f

chrome
chrome
grey
teal mirrored
M 1303 001001t044131f

,Before he was an ic! berliner, Steffen worked
for a small company by the name of Audi,
building Good German Cars. Now this native
Berliner and Schiller fan spends his days
building Good German Glasses. Steffen has one of
the coolest jobs around – he gets paid to play
with lasers all day long. Pew pew!.‘ J.H.

‘Steffen E.’
worn by Steffen Eichler -Technician – laser cutting
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Supremacy M 1372
sun metal
2

total width:

132 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

51 mm

vertical lens height:

42 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm gt full metal
26 grams

black
black
quicksilver
M 1372 002002120gt
240

bronze
bronze
teal mirrored
M 1372 030030413gt

rosé gold
rosé gold
black
M 1372 032032115gt

Chrissy grew up in Mannheim and came to Berlin for the
fresh air, which makes you wonder: exactly how bad is
the air in Mannheim? Our favourite Monnemerin wants
to one day ride a dogsled through the snow under the
northern lights and if (god forbid) she were on death
row, her last meal would be her ex-housemate’s spaghetti
bolognese. Oh, and she can see through her fingers.

‘Supremacy’
worn by Chrissy L. - Art Consultant
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Tektonika 9991426

vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

chrome
chrome
diamond
silver mirrored | crimson mirrored | gold mirrored | teal mirrored
9991426
242

Ralph grew up in the idyllic German countryside with
chickens and jet fighters flying overhead (the chickens
didn’t fly, they were destined to become McNuggets).
Since moving to Berlin he has worked in a bar,
distributing flyers and selling sheetmetalglasses, which
he has done for over 20 years now.

Tektonika
worn by Ralph A. - weltweiter Blechbrillenverkäufer
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

U5 Alex M 1248
sun metal
6

total width:

134 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

59 mm

vertical lens height:

45 mm

nose width:

24 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex tpe
19 grams

black
black
black
photo-copper mirrored
M 1248 002002s02PH1ac

black
black
black
black to grey
M 1248 002905
244

elec. powder blue
elec. powder blue
black
photo-copp mirrored
M 1248 039039s02PH1ac

gun metal
gun metal
gun metal
brown sand
M 1248 023302

pearl
pearl
black
photo-copper mirrored.
M 1248 020020s02PH1ac

electric light blue
grey
grey
royal blue mirrored
M 1248 036036t041001f

pearl
black
black
photo-orange mirrored
M 1248 041041s02PH2ac

sun gold
sun gold
chrome
silver mirrored
M 1248 003001402

‚In 2001 Jörg bought a pair of glasses – ic!
berlin Peter to be exact – and it was love at
first sight (get it?). Five short years later he
was an ic! berliner, and today he runs the show
at ic! berlin brillen produktions. Jörg prefers
his popcorn sweet, his fries mayonnaise-y, and
his favourite word is ‘summer’.‘ J.H.

‘U5 Alex’
worn by Jörg Reinhold - Managing Director
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Yiting Y. M 1362
sun metal
4

total width:

135 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

52 mm

vertical lens height:

48 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
19 grams

gun metal
gun metal
black
black
M 1362 023023t021151f

candy fade
candy
dark red
rose red mirrored
M 1362 064061t164161f
246

bronze
bronze
warm grey
brown sand

chrome
chrome
black
quicksilver

M 1362 030030t153021f

M 1362 001001t021201f

cappuccino fade
cappuccino
warm grey
cinnamon mirrored

sky blue fade
sky blue
grey
teal mirrored

M 1362 065067t154151f

M 1362 066068t044131f

Nadine’s super power is eating the spiciest
of spicy foods. Growing up in East Berlin the
spiciest thing you could get was a Spreewald
Pickle, so I guess she’s making up for lost
time. Nadine’s favourite smell is Berlin after
the rain and her favourite word is Feierabend,
which is perhaps the most important of all
German words. Look it up.

‘Yiting Y.’
worn by Nadine - Queen of chilies
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

sun

acetate

248248
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Galina N. A 0640
sun acetate
5

total width:

126 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

50 mm

vertical lens height:

42 mm

nose width:

18 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm mittwoch
17 grams

golden sands matt
pearl
golden sands matt
black
A 0640 761020761301mi
250

snowy mountains matt
bronze
snowy mountains matt
cinnamon mirrored
A 0640 764030764415mi

lavender fields matt
graphite
lavender fields matt
quicksilver
A 0640 762025762120mi

If you think you know Jenna from somewhere, but
can’t quite put your finger on it, let me put you
out of your misery: she was on The Voice. This
born-and-bred Berliner would like to learn piano,
violin and how to save money.

‘Galina N.’
worn by Jenna A. - Singer
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Helene A 0580
sun acetate
5

138 mm
21 mm
53 mm
46 mm
17 mm
6 mm 145 mm slender golf
20 grams

black wired
rosé gold
black matt
black to grey
A 0580 032409802311gs
252

brown driftwood
black
brown driftwood
brown sand
A 0580 733002733302gs

very berry
rosé gold
very berry
summerhaze
A 0580 419032419119mo

crème brûlée
bronze
crème brûlée
brown sand
A 0580 413030413302gs

‚Karin is a friend of Katha, who dragged her
to the shooting - planned to be an half-hour
portrait shoot turned out to be a fun session
that proves that normal people totally have the
potential to be supermodels.‘ J.H.

‘Helene’
worn by Karin Drexler - Architect
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Henrik B. L. A 0641
sun acetate
5

total width:

134 mm

distance btw. lenses:

15 mm

horizontal lens width:

56 mm

vertical lens height:

47 mm

nose width:

16 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm mittwoch
21 grams

midnight blue rough
gun metal
black matt
moonlight mirrored
A 0641 826023802908mi
254

emeral city rough
black
black matt
teal mirrored
A 0641 825002802413mi

rocky grey rough
bronze
rocky grey matt
dark brown mirrored
A 0641 827030757909mi

Read more about Chris on page 63.

‘Henrik B. L.’
worn by Christoph R. - Student
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Juliet M. A 0642
sun acetate
5

total width:

137 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

47 mm

nose width:

16 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm mittwoch
24 grams

golden sands matt
pearl
golden sands matt
black
A 0642 761020761301mi
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lavender fields matt
graphite
lavender fields matt
quicksilver
A 0642 762025762120mi

snowy mountains matt
bronze
snowy mountains matt
cinnamon mirrored
A 0642 764030764415mi

Read more about Nadine on page 247.

‘Juliet M.’
worn by Nadine N. - Queen of the chilies
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Power law A 0557
sun acetate
6

total width:

140 mm

distance btw. lenses:

14 mm

horizontal lens width:

62 mm

vertical lens height:

46 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm acetate / 10 mm 140 mm slim fit
27 grams

midnight blue matt
black
black matt
black
A 0557 75800280211507
258

black rough
chrome
black rough
black clear

A 0557 001804301sf

black rough
black
honey
brown sand

A 0557 002804302

atlantic rough
graphite
atlantic rough
brown sand mirrored
A 0557 82002582040907

‚What we have here is a bit of photography
inception: a photograph of the photographer who
photographed this catalogue, photographed by
another photographer. Torben has the uncanny
ability to make us all look like real models –
without Instagram filters! That’s a true talent
right there. Danke Torben!‘ J.H.

‘Power Law’
worn by Torben Geeck - Photographer
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Roman S. A 0638
sun acetate
5

total width:

135 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

42 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm acetate
27 grams

midnight blue
black matt
black
black
A 0638 75800280211507
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espresso matt
black
black matt
brown sand
A 0638 75300280230207

very berry
bronze
very berry
brown sand mirrored
A 0638 41903041940907

broken bottle
matt gold
broken bottle
moss green mirrored
A 0638 41202441241107

‚As a little boy in Königs Wusterhausen, Roman
dreamed of being a professional footballer. As a big
boy running the ic! berlin Produktion Haus in
Berlin, Roman still dreams of being a professional
footballer, so we engraved a little surprise into his
frame. The dream lives on, Roman. The dream
lives on...‘ J.H.

‘Roman S.’
worn by Roman S. - Head of Production
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

sun
hybrid

262

263

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Jörg R. D 0008
sun hybrid
5

total width:

138 mm

distance btw. lenses:

19 mm

horizontal lens width:

57 mm

vertical lens height:

47 mm

nose width:

24 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag / acetate
19 grams

black | obsidian
black
obsidian
black to grey
D 0008 H010002801311fg
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bronze | black matt
bronze
black
black to grey
D 0008 H024030t023111f

matt gold | black matt
matt gold
black
green
D 0008 H025 024t021021f

chrome | obsidian
chrome
obsidian
silver mirrored
D 0008 H001001801402fg

In 2001 Jörg bought a pair of glasses – ic! berlin Peter to be exact – and it was love at first
sight (get it?). Jörg’s favourite word is summer. He prefers his popcorn sweet and his fries
mayonnaise-y, just not at the same time.

‘Jörg R.’
worn by Jörg R. - Boss
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Katharina L. D 0009
sun hybrid
5

total width:

136 mm

distance btw. lenses:

26 mm

horizontal lens width:

48 mm

vertical lens height:

47 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm freitag / acetate
19 grams

rosé gold | very berry
rosé gold
very berry
summerhaze
D 0009 H061032419119fg
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bronze | black matt
bronze
black
black to grey
D 0009 H024030t023111f

chrome | obsidian
chrome
obsidian
silver mirrored

rosé gold | caramel
rosé gold
caramel
black clear

D 0009 H001001801402fg D 0009 H023032714301fg

diamond | chrome
diamond
chrome
teal mirrored
D 0009 H010002801311fg

‚Though she was born in Bavaria, Katha speaks almost
perfect German. When not directing art, Katha enjoys
polka-dots, peanut butter cups and educating her team
on the proper way to enjoy Bavarian haute cuisine,
like Weißwurst with beer. For her next birthday
party, Katha wants David Hasslehoff and Napoleon
Dynamite in a pole-dancing contest. She would of
course be the judge.‘ J.H.

‘Katharina L.’
worn by Katharina Lehner - Art Director
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Lisanne B. D 0018
sun hybrid
5

total width:

138 mm

distance btw. lenses:

22 mm

horizontal lens width:

51 mm

vertical lens height:

40 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm acetat
24 grams

black | black rough
black
black matt
black to grey

black | tortoise shell matt
black
black matt
brown sand

chrome | broken bottle
chrome
chrome
moss green mirrored

chrome |diamond
chrome
diamond
teal mirrored

D 0018 H02600280231107 D 0018 H03800280230207 D 0018 H05900141241107 D 0018 H04200140141307
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‚Would you believe me if I told you the first
CD Lisanne ever bought was by Kylie Minogue?
Once you discover her personal hero is Cher the
pieces begin to fall into place. Lisanne and
her bulldog Bubbles enjoy the smell of freshly
fried mincemeat, collecting bitches and saying
Schwarzwälder Kirschtorte. You don’t think a bulldog
can say Schwarzwälder Kirschtorte? You haven’t met
Bubbles...‘ J.H.

‘Lisanne B.’
worn by Lisanne Bieber - Lady Technical Product Designer
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Maira B. D 0020
sun hybrid
5

total width:

134 mm

distance btw. lenses:

21 mm

horizontal lens width:

52 mm

vertical lens height:

44 mm

nose width:

19 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm acetate
22 grams

matt gold | obsidian washed
matt gold
obsidian
black to grey
D 0020 H06202480131107
270

gun metal | sandalwood matt
gun metal
sandalwood matt
black to grey
D 0020 H06302375631107

rosé gold | very berry
rosé gold
very berry
summerhaze
D 0020 H06103241911907

bronze | diamond
bronze
diamond
brown sand mirrored
D 0020 H04003040140907

‚Maira is a woman after my own heart: her two
biggest pleasures in life are coffee and beer.
Brazilian by birth, Berliner by choice, Maira first
came to Berlin to explore her family’s roots,
but ended up staying for the pommes. We Berliners
really do know our way around a potato.' J.H.

‘Maira B.’
worn by Maira B. - Fashion designer to be
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category:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Sunny D 0021
sun hybrid

base:

5

total width:

136 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

54 mm

vertical lens height:

40 mm

nose width:

22 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm classic
20 grams

balck | obsidian washed
black
obsidian
black

graphite | rocky grey washed
graphite
rocky grey
brown sand

gun metal | sandalwood matt
gun metal
sandalwood matt
black to grey

chrome | broken bottle
chrome
broken bottle
moss green mirrored

D 0021 H03700280111507 D 0021 H05802542230207 D 0021 H06302375631107 D 0021 H05900141241107
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,How did it take us 20 years to name a sunglass
Sunny? You would think it’s a given, especially
with this ray of sunshine working with us for
over 10 years. Being a native Berliner, Sunny’s
favourite word/phrase is ‘du Wurst’, which means
‘you sausage’ and sounds just as delightful in
German as it does in English.' J.H.

‘Sunny’
worn by Sunny H. - Team Leader Logistics & Assembly
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

VegeTarian 1 D 0022
sun hybrid
5

total width:

143 mm

distance btw. lenses:

24 mm

horizontal lens width:

49 mm

vertical lens height:

44 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
26 grams

X

black | C
black
C
gradient green

rosé gold | B
rosé gold
B
summerhaze

chrome | A
chrome
A
black clear

D 0022 H08000242631207 D 0022 H08403242511907 D 0022 H08200142430107
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urban

,Caroline knows that the finest things in life
are the ones you put in your mouth; she spends
her Sundays eating and drinking her way through
Berlin’s cafés. Caroline enjoys collecting tea
pots, listening to Pink Floyd and smelling her
cat’s fur. Maybe unrelated, maybe not, Caroline’s
favourite word is pussycat.‘ J.H.

‘VegeTarian 1’
worn by Caroline S. – Event, Gallery & Art World Dinner Organiser
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

sun
plotic!

276
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Dystopia PH 0006
sun plotic!
4

total width:

138 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

55 mm

vertical lens height:

44 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

6 mm 140|150 mm plotic!
22 grams

urban

black | black
black
black
green

gun metal | ivy green
gun metal
ivy green
black

bronze | brutal blue
bronze
brutal blue
brown sand mirrored

PH 0006 H48002P00902pv PH 0006 H75023P10115pv PH 0006 H71030P08409pv
278

,The best piece of advice Jan has ever been given is:
don’t ever bleach you hair again. Profound words. I
think it was Ghandi who first said that. While many
of us spend our Sunday mornings in bed, Jan spends his
in downward dog. Between workouts and yoga sessions
Jan enjoys eating his grandmother’s gulasch, getting
tattoos and the diesel-fresh air at gas stations.‘ J.H.

‘Dystopia’
worn by Jan M. – Event Planner and occasional Model
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Metropolis PH 0007
sun plotic!
4

total width:

131 mm

distance btw. lenses:

18 mm

horizontal lens width:

51 mm

vertical lens height:

41 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

6 mm 140|150 mm plotic!
18 grams

urban

black | black
black
black
green

bronze | brutal blue
bronze
brutal blue
brown sand mirrored

bronze | faded mint
bronze
faded mint
quicksilver

PH 0007 H48002P00902pv PH 0007 H71030P08409pv PH 0007 H72030P09120pv
280

,Patrick Mohr, like most of us here at ic! berlin,
loves a good sneaker.
His collaborations with Reebok and K1X have people
camped out on the street. As a model he’s walked
catwalks all over Europe and as a designer he’s worked
in the upper echelons of haute couture with the biggest
names in fashion and design. Most recently, Spongebob
Squarepants.‘ J.H.

‘Metropolis’
worn by Patrick M. – Sneakerhead and Founder of patrick mohr
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category:
base:

sun plotic!
6

total width:

140 mm

distance btw. lenses:

17 mm

horizontal lens width:

60 mm

vertical lens height:

45 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm plotic-flex

no adverts, just buy our glasses

I see P 0006

31 grams

pebble leather
black
black
frozen mirrored grey
P 0006 p01002t02116pf
282

exoskeleton
black
black
frozen mirrored grey
P 0007 P00002t02116pf

,For the home of the currywurst, Berlin has a
hell of a lot of vegetarians and vegans. Shortly
after Patrick moved to Berlin he Practically
shunned when he chowed down on a wurst, so he´s
giving vegetarianism a go. Good luck, Patrick!.
I personally would rather have a steak and no
friends than friends and a salad.‘ J.H.

‘I see’
worn by Patrick Gresel
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Utopia PH 0010
sun plotic!
4

total width:

140 mm

distance btw. lenses:

25 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

45 mm

nose width:

20 mm

temple:

6 mm 140|150 mm plotic!
23 grams

urban

gun metal | ivy green
gun metal
ivy green
brown sand mirrored

bronze | faded mint
bronze
faded mint
quicksilver

rosé gold | powered beige
rosé gold
powered beige
cinnamon mirrored

PH 0010 H75023P10409pv PH 0010 H72030P09120pv PH 0010 H77032P11415pv
284

,Fun fact: Sandra used to collect Kinder Surprise
toys, but of course to get to the toy you have to go
through the chocolate first. It’s a tough gig, but
Sandra was up to the challenge. To escape the boredom
of her hometown in “Meck-Pomm” Sandra moved to Hamburg,
but soon realised the error of her ways and came to
Berlin.‘ J.H.

‘Utopia’
worn by Sandra Marckewardt – Influencer and Stylist
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category:
base:
total width:
distance btw. lenses:
horizontal lens width:
vertical lens height:
nose width:
temple:

sun
rubber

286

287

category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Kingpin RH 0001
sun rubber
6

total width:

136 mm

distance btw. lenses:

23 mm

horizontal lens width:

53 mm

vertical lens height:

43 mm

nose width:

21 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex
27 grams

black rubber
chrome
black
green
RH 0001 H15001t029021f
288

marine blue rubber
chrome
marine blue
moonlight mirrored

dark green rubber
chrome
dark green
silver mirrored

RH 0001 H66001t179081f RH 0001 H67001t184021f

light grey rubber
chrome
light grey
grey
RH 0001 H98001R04901rb

‘Kingpin’
worn by Bajar Z. - Drink & Drawer
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Pulse RH 0002
sun rubber
6

total width:

140 mm

distance btw. lenses:

21 mm

horizontal lens width:

58 mm

vertical lens height:

49 mm

nose width:

23 mm

temple:

6 mm 145 mm flex
23 grams

black rubber
chrome
black
green
RH 0002 H15001t029021f
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marine blue rubber
chrome
marine blue
moonlight mirrored

dark green rubber
chrome
dark green
silver mirrored

RH 0002 H66001t179081f RH 0002 H67001t184021f

yellow rubber
chrome
yellow
black
RH 0002 H94001R05115rb

‘Pulse’
worn by Juri M. - Ex-ic! berliner and athlete
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category:
base:

no adverts, just buy our glasses

Wipeout RH 0003
sun rubber
6

total width:

139 mm

distance btw. lenses:

20 mm

horizontal lens width:

60 mm

vertical lens height:

43 mm

nose width:

18 mm

temple:

10 mm 145 mm flex
26 grams

black rubber
chrome
black
green
RH 0003 H15001t029021f
292

marine blue rubber
chrome
marine blue
moonlight mirrored

dark green rubber
chrome
dark green
silver mirrored

RH 0003 H66001t179081f RH 0003 H67001t184021f

blue rubber
chrome
blue
teal mirrored
RH 0003 H02001R02413rb

Find out more about Ralph on pages 3

‘Wipeout’
worn by Ralph Anderl - weltweiter Blechbrillenverkäufer
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NIno S.

Marius

Benjamin S.

Christina H.
Julius

Ralph A.

Silvio

Steffen E.

Harry S.

Sunny
Kerstin G.

Justin H.

Sofia P.

Oli

Mathilde G.

Jens K.

Ralph, Mayra, Claus

Kerstin G.
Oli

Sebastian S.

Martin S.
Franziska von S.A

Julika Z.

Anne K.

Thien N.

Sven H.

Nguyet N.
Paul K.

Julika Z.

Galina N.

Römer

Francesca M.

Katharina L.
Ichiro I.

Bernhardt S.

Francois S.

Paul Klimek

behind every frame there is a face
behind every face there is a story
meet the faces behind the glasses
at www.ic-berlin.de/crew
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Correction Glasses

Sunglasses

metal

metal
you

you

ng

you

ng

ng

Elisabeth-Amalie

Konstanze-Aurora

Jake-Dean

Serge K.

Etesians

Mariusz B.

Frederic G.

Sofia P.

Carla L.

Circularity

Biswind

Sandy G.

Francesca M.

Rosemarie S.

Torsten S.

Marie

Nufenen

Jesse

Geometry

Guenther N.

Yondung

125 Foxweg

Kai M.

Kerstin G.

Alwin C.

Crossley

Dr. Kauermann

Natalie Z.

Sebastian S.

Klimek P.

U5 Alex

Jaun

Jens K.

Peggy L.

Peter C.

total width 129 mm

total width 129 mm

Rast

133 am Dachs.

136 Jaczostr.

109 Charlott.

Mathias B.

Birgit D.

Gülcin Ü.

Ichiro I.

James C.

Purity

Albula

Bayamo

Diana F.

Francois S.

Maik O.

Steffen E.

Jazz M.

Lundi

Galina N.

Henrik B. L.

Maira B.

Sunny

Helene

total width 114 mm

total width 125 mm

total width 115 mm

total width 128 mm

total width 129 mm

total width 126 mm

total width 128 mm

total width 128 mm

total width 129 mm

total width 129 mm

total width 130 mm

total width 130 mm

total width 120 mm

total width 126 mm

total width 125 mm

total width 127 mm

total width 117 mm

total width 130 mm

total width 131 mm

total width 122 mm

total width 126 mm

total width 129 mm

total width 131 mm

total width 123 mm

total width 127 mm

total width 129 mm

total width 130 mm

total width 130 mm

total width 124 mm

total width 127 mm

total width 129 mm

total width 130 mm

total width 130 mm

total width 125 mm

total width 131 mm

total width 133 mm

total width 136 mm

total width 140 mm

Jonathan I.

Hubert W.

Meike B.

Simplicity

Loan L.

Micha W.

Oli

Supremacy

Blanca F.

Raf S.

Judith W.

Robert H.

Roman S.

Juliet M.

Katharina L.

Jörg R.

Lisanne B.

Power Law

VegeTarian 1

Dystopia

I See

Utopia

Wipeout

Pulse

total width 126 mm

total width 132 mm

total width 133 mm

total width 136 mm

total width 140 mm

total width 127 mm

total width 132 mm

total width 134 mm

total width 137 mm

total width 142 mm

total width 129 mm

also available
in green!

total width 132 mm

also available
in green!

total width 134 mm

total width 137 mm

total width 130 mm

total width 132 mm

total width 135 mm

total width 137 mm

total width 130 mm

total width 132 mm

also available
in green!

total width 135 mm

total width 137 mm

total width 130 mm

total width 132 mm

Yiting Y.

total width 135 mm

Boris N.

total width 140 mm

total width 143 mm

acetate
Jan H.

Paul R.

total width 131 mm

Jana M.

Benjamin S.

total width 132 mm

total width 132 mm

total width 131 mm

Jürgen H.

total width 132 mm

Lucie H.

total width 132 mm

Markus M.

total width 132 mm

total width 126 mm

Sven H.

Gilbert T.

total width 132 mm

Triangularity

Luke J. Y.

total width 133 mm

total width 133 mm

total width 133 mm

total width 132 mm

total width 134 mm

total width 135 mm

total width 136 mm

total width 136 mm

135 Seekorso
total width 135 mm

acetate

total width 136 mm

total width 138 mm

total width 138 mm

total width 138 mm

total width 140 mm

total width 143 mm

plotic!
Bernhard S.

Mathile G.

Kathi B.

Gert H.

total width 128 mm

total width 128 mm

total width 127 mm

total width 129 mm

Christina H.

total width 130 mm

Pierre G.

total width 131 mm

Metropolis

total width 131 mm

Kevin D.

Lars G.

Nguyet N.

Silvio

Anne K.

Marius K.

VegeTarian 2

VegeTarian 3

total width 133 mm

total width 133 mm

total width 133 mm

total width 135 mm

total width 134 mm

total width 134 mm

total width 133 mm

S42 Wedding
total width 133 mm

Thien N.

total width 133 mm

total width 136 mm

plotic!

total width 140 mm

total width 139 mm

total width 140 mm

Downtown

Uptown

total width 135 mm

total width 128 mm

rubber

rubber hybrid
you

you

ng

Fiona-Linea

total width 140 mm

rubber

Kingpin

total width 137 mm

total width 138 mm

total width 120 mm

ng

Karl-Otto

total width 125 mm

you

ng

Friedrich-Wilhelm
total width 126 mm

Tommy G.

total width 129 mm

Max S.

total width 130 mm

Nino S.

total width 135 mm
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